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INTRODUCTIOj!
The tern "pubii slier ' s series" usually implies a, collection
of bocks treatin;- of a comr.ion subject, and uniform in size, binding
and often in price, producec throu,-;;;: the efforts of some publisliin^
firm. The supervision of the ?;orI: is frequently in the hands of a
general eaitor, who secures the services of the authors aiid outlines
the plan of the series. A great many scries serve no definite end
and are cf little value as a whole, because the books are so uneven
in in:^rit. There are certain collections, hov/ever, which maintain a
high sta:idard ar.d furnish valuable information in a form adapted to
the needs of the general reader. An attem.pt lias been made in this
Descriptive list to select fifty of those series which are best
kno'-vn and v/hich most deserve recognition. The aim. has been to
represent every important subject upon v/hich a good series has been
published.
This list includes only such collections as have been pub-
lished in the United States. Series m.ade up entirely of reprints or
translations have been omitted. Almost all of the series s-eiected,
are of a popular nature. The more scholarly collections, such as
those published by the universities, have not been included. Where
there has been a choice betv.'een tv/o or more seri;S of similar scope,
those of most recent date have been selected.
The dCocriptive notes indicate, so far as possible, Y;hat
the furpose of each scries has been, and to what extent each has
accom.nlished what v/as expected of it; whether the authors are persons
of authoriiy upon the si.ibjects assigned to themi; vrheXher the series
as a whole may be relied upon or whether there is mjjcli mieverioss in
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tlie qi;ality of tho books. Tlie notea aiac tlie ciast-. of
readers for v/liicli eacii scries was deslf^ned, and in what different
vrays each scries may l^e found helpful. Mention lias alv/ays been laado
of illustrations, bibliograohies , notes and appendices. Tho descrip
tive notes have been based upon book reviev;s, reference books and
criticisms made by insti'uctors in the University of Illinois.
The series are arranged under lar(;';e subjects. The series
;3iven ^.mder ^he headlny Science are not limited to Natural science,
but as the greater part of the books classify here, it is thought
host to use this heading. An index to the series v/ill be found at
the end of the thesis. A list oi abbreviations used, precedes the
introduction. A complete list of all tlie books in each series prev-
ious to the year 1904, follov;s eacli note, the books being a,r;'anged
alphabetically by author, except in case of biographies, where the
arrstngement is alphtibet leal by blographee. The author's profession
has been given after his name, ^7llenever it could be found. Honor-
ary titles are so numerous, especially for Englishmen, that it has
seemed best tc Include these only' when little other information
about the author could be obtLiincd. The prices given for the books
of a series are those which are quoted in HcClurg's Holiday catalog,
1903-0'4.
In some of the series, an attempt has been made tc indicate
by a star those books, which are commonly regarded as reliable
authorities. The lack of a star does no", neces .:.aril:' imply that a
book is not valuable, but merely tliat sufficient Inforraatixm could
not be secured concerning it to warrant the assertion that it vras
one of the best. VJhere th.e books of a series are of much the same
grade, a dlst Ingulshiny; mark has not been added. In some series.

oiiinlona coMcei'nin:- the comparative merits i.m.c;.... uuvo varied
so decidedly, that it has not seemed v/lse to try to discriminate
betv/eon the;n. The dis tin,<-;;ulshin;: marks that have been made are
based upon suerjestions received fro-; ins'ructors in the University
of Illinois.

•AGRICULTURE and GAIIDEIIIIIG
GARDEiI-CRA^T SERIES',; od . by L. H. Bailey. v.i-7.
1^^ to Oi.50 per v. I.Iacmilicin, iT.Y.
This ia a useful series of little manuals on liorticul-
ture, the study of soils and related subjects. Most of tlie books
have been v/ritten bv Mr. Baile; himself, v;ith the aid of his
assist, '.nts and the methods here explained are those '.vhich have
been proved the best by leadinr; American horticulturists. Vari-
ous im_?ortant methods are civen in detail. The criticism has
been made that some of the bocks are a little technical for the
ordinary {gardener, but ^vill be very useful to the horticulturist,
;~oin.^; into the business on a large scale, '.'he books are illus-
trated, of 'uniform size and of a convenient shape for the pocket.
BAILiET, L. H. Prof, of horticulture at Cornell univ.
F-orcinr- book. 1897.
Garden-makin?];'. 1898.
Ilorticultur'ist ' 3 rule book. Ed. 2. 1892.
Hursery-book . 1891.
Plant -breeding. 1895.
Pruning -book . .1838.
KUNI', C. E. (Gardener at Cornell univ.) & Bailey, L. II.
Amateur's practical garden book. 1900.
RURAL 3GIEITCE SERIES: ed. by L. li. Bailey. v. 1-17.
75e to Ol»25 per v. Macmillan, IT. Y. -
I
"The rural science serioa, represent Inf; the truly
sciontific spirit, which now porvades oiu'' leadinji; schools of
agriculture, is an attempt to popularize funduraental a^^ricultural
iav/s, iiud at the sai.ie tiine to inculcate practical lessons in the
art o." tilling the soil". Reviev; of reviev/s.
The books are all by collo(;e instructors or by members
of ar^ricultural colle^ies or experiment stations and represent the
results of practical experience. They v/ill be useful to any
cultivator of the soil.
BAILEY, L. K. Prof, of horticulture at Cornell univ.
Principles of a/'^riculture . 1899.
Principles of f ruit-grov.'ing . 1897.
Principles oi vegetable ';:;;ardeninr?;. 1901,
BRE'.7ER, V,'. K. Prof, of agrlc. Sheffield scientific sch.Yale.
Principles of stock breeding.
CARD, F. TT, Instructor in Rhode Islai^id col. of agric. Sb
mechanic arts.
Bush fruits. 1898.
• FAIRCHILD, G. T. Ex-pros, of Kansas agricl. col.
Rural wealth & welfare. 1900.
KING, F. H. Chief of div. of soil management, U.S. Bur. of
soils. Formerly prof, of agricl physics, VJis. univ.
Irrigation a,nd drainage. 1899.
The soil. 1895.

JORDAII, W. H. Director ' '\Y. Gta^': a I'icl. ox.v j'j..
station.
Feeding; of ani-ials. 100 i.
LODEI.'TAr, E. G. Forr.ioriv Instructor of horticulture at
Cornell univ.
Sprayln of plants. 1S96.
I.IAYO, II. S. Prof, of veterinary sci. Kansas state a^^ricl
col. and state veterinarian of Kansas.
Care of stock. 1903,
ROBERTS, I. P. Director of col. of agric. & U.o experiment
station, Cornell univ. Dean of faculty of a^ric
.
Farmer's business handbook. 1903.
The farmstead. 1900.
Fertility of the land. 1897.
VORHEES, E. B. On staff of N.J. experiment station.
Fertilizers. 1S98.
WATSOII, G. C. Instructor Penn. stax.e ai^ric'l. col.
Farm ooultry. 1901.
Y7IITG, H. H. Em.ployee at Cornell a;ric. col.
Milk and its products. 1901.
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ART
ART liAITDDOOKS; ed. by E. J. Poynter. v.i-9. (^2.00 per
V. Scribner, IT.Y.
This i;5 a series ol" illustrated text-bookti of the art
histories of all countries that have contributed in any vray to
the develoDinont 01 art. The ter'in art . as used liere, includes
architecture, sculpture L'.nd paint inr;. Each volume gives a
description of such art rnoveinonts as have contributed most
essentially to the national developnient of art, and .^^ivos briefly
the influence of all artists of any note, v;ith a list of their
representative '.7orks. Each volume covers so broad a field,
sometime^} includin;-_; the history of art in two or three countries,
that an individual artist can receive only the sli;;jhtest consider-
ation. IIo bibliographies are given. The series is especially
designed for the Lise of art schools and art students.
POYNTER, E. J. 8z HEAD, P. R.*
Painting: classic Jo Italian. 1G80.
REDFORD, GEORGE. F.R.C.S.
Sculpture, Egyptian, Assyrian, Greek uz Roman. 18G2.
REDGRAVE, G. R. Senior chief inspector. Board of -.educ.
S .Kensington.
Painting: a history of water color painting in. England.
1891.
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SCOT'", LE/VDKR. (L'lC" Baxtop.)
Scuipti.irc; rcnaisLJaJico So jaodcrn. iGBO.
SI.IITII, liElUllD.
Painting; French oc Spanish. 1884.
SMITH, T. R. (Prof, of architect! tre , -aniv. col. Lend.) &
POYNTER, E. J.
Architecture; Gothic cc renaissance. 1890.
SMITH, T. R. SLATER, JOHIT. Architect 5: formerly pres.
of j.rc-hitectvj-'al assoc.
Architecture; classic Sj earl:/ Christian. 18813.
WILL!OT -BUXTON, H. J.
Painting;; Enr;iish & American. 1883.
WIL!,!OT-BUXTOiT, H. J. 8, POYNTER, E. J.
Paintinr^; French & Spanish. l8Si.
COLLEGE HISTORIES OF ART; ed. oy J. C. Van D^.^ke . v. 1-3.
$1.50 to s^2.00. per v. . Longman. N.Y.
The purpose of this series is to provide histories of
art, v;hich v/ill serve as text bocks for high school or college
use. The books mention and describe briefly the most important
periods and schools of art, and all artists of an:' note and
the principles for v;hich tliey stood. Each chapter is headed by
a bibliography, and the principal extant '"orks of each artist
are also listed. Each book is fi^lly supplied '/.'ith text illus-
trations. These bocks v;ill not furnish enj oyable . readin;; and

aliouid only be recoiamended as tcxt-booka, or aa guides to fulior
sources of inf orrnatlo?T . The books liavo boon vrri^Xen by excellent
autliorities and are used very co:!i;:ionly ii: ii^Cjh schools i^nci
coliorjcs
.
IIAMLI;!, A. D. F. Adjunct prof, of architecture, Columbia
univ.
Histor^^ of architecture. 1890.
MARQUAIID, ALLAN (Prof, of architecture and hist, of art,
Princeton univ.) & FROTHINGHAIvI, A. L. Jr. Prof of
ancient hist. & ar chaeolor^y . Princeton univ.
History of sculpture. 1896.
VAIT DYKE, J. C. Prof, of the his^. of art. Rut^cr's cel.
Bruns'vick, IT. J.
Hist or:' of painting. 1894.
EX LI3RI3 SERIES; ed. by Gleeson IThite. v. 1-8. §2.00
to 04.00 per v. Bell, II. Y.
As the title indicates, this series consists lar ely
of vrorks upon bock plates, though it also includes volumes
on book illustration and other closely related subjects. Eacdi
book is a person, v/ho has made a careful study of his subject.
The books are beautifully illustrated, very attractive in appear-
ance and are greatly valued by those inte:'estec.- in tliis art.
Mr. G. YThite, the editor is a v7eli knov/n artist, designer,
decorator, author.

AliLE!', C. D. Ed. nf Jr. iantorn iar.:'
soc. Lond.
Pros, of Fx iibrla
American hcc]-: pi;it,os. ir.94.
CASTLE, EGERTOII. H.A.
,
F.S.A. author.
Eiic^'^lisli book plates. 1893.
CRAITE, WALTER. Designer. Formerly principal Royal col.
of art, 3. Kensington.
Of the- decorative illustration of books. 1897,
EVE, Cs. W.
Decorative heraldry. 1097,
.FOWKE, F. R.
Bayeux tapestry. 1398.
HAMILTOII, WALTER. Chairinan of council of Ex libris soc.
Lond. Co vice-pres. of Societe des collect ionneurs
d 'Ex-libris.
French book plates. 1096.
•
*
• PEL!::ELL, Joseph. Amor, artist and author.
Modern illustration. 1895.
WESTERBURG, COjIIT ZU LEIiTILIGER. Hon. member of German
Ex-li jris-verei:: and hon. vice-pres. of En,'];lish Ex-lib
sue .
German book plates. 1901.
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GREAT T.!ASTEKo i:: ^M^.^^l^^O A"^ HC^ttlp^ttpF; cel. H . C . VriiiiaLison
.
v.i-25. ''1.75 pel' v. Macmiilan, U.Y.
This is one of the best knovm unci most used of the
bior'^ra:)}iical series or painters and sculptors. The object of the
series is to furnisii brief critical and biographical rsketclics of
the f^reat masters in each of those fields. The books do not
represent ori^-jinal research, but have been Vased upon r;cod
authorities, and on the vmole are fairly satisfactory for the
general reader, though a good many are rather dry and uninspiring.
Each volume contains about forty illustrations, clear reproduc-
tions of great paintings, and also a list of such v/orks of the
artists as may be found in tlie chief galleries of Europe, with
descriptive notes about each.
Botticelli; by A. Streeter. 1903.
BrLinellesco
;
by Lc^ader Scott. (Lucy Baxter.) 1901.
Correggio; by Selvr/n Brihton. 1900.
Crivelli; by G. I.I. Rushforth, classical lecturer at Oriel
cel. Oxford. 1900.
Del Sarto
;
b*/ H. Guinness. 1899.
Delia Robbia; by r.Iarchesa Burlpmacchi. 1900.
Donatello; by Hope Rea. Writer on art. 1900.
Douw; by Uartin. 1902.
Francesco; Piero Delia; by G. Waters. 1901.
Francia, Francesco Raibolini;by G. C. V.'illiamson . Fel. of
the Royal soc. of lit. Co of the Ilumism.atic soc. Lend.
1901.
Giorgione; by Herbert Cock. F.S.A. 1900.
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Giotto; by F. M. Perkins. 1,)02.
Lulni; by G. C. Wll.Liamson . IC'JO
,
Mantefiua, Andrea; by Maud Cruttv;eii, 1001.
Meniliiic; by VI. II. J. VJeale. Late keeper of national art lib.
1901.
Peru^ino; by G. C. -riliiai.ison . 1900.
Pintoriccliio
;
by E. iv'. Phillipps. 1901.
Raphael; by H. Stracliey. 1900.
Rembrandt, Van Rijn; by Iialcohn Bell. 1901.
Signorelli; by Maud Cruttv/eli. 1899.
Sodc:na; by Coiitesse Prinii-Bon. 1900.
Tintoretto, J. R.
;
by J. B. S. Holborn. M.A. 1903.
Velasauez: b',^ R. A. I', otep'ienson.
Watteau 3z his school; by Edj^econbe Staley.
Wilkie, Sir David: bv R. S. Go'-ver. Trustee of the national
portrait gallery, England. 1903.
HISTORY OF AI,:ERICA:: art: ed by J. C. Van Dyke. v.l.
^5.00. Ivlacnilian, N'.Y.
"This series of books brings together for the first
tine the materials for a history of American art. It is intend-
ed to cover the graphic, plastic, illustrative, architectural,
musical and dramatic arts, and to sum up the results in each
department historically and critically". From the editors
introduction.
Only one volume of this series is cut, the hlstor;.'
of Am.erican sculpture by Hr. Taft, but this "'ork has been so full
of original material, sc scholarly and has found so much favor
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wlt.h those intcroGtcd in tlic subject, tli>.t one la lead to liope
that all the autlioru shall be i.iasters oi" the subjects as3i|;;ned
them. ir the other voluines fulfil all expectations the series
v/ill be unusually valuable, supi'^l'-in- natf^rial tliut has hitherto
been difficult to obtain. The voluinos are of a lar^^e size anci
are v;ell supplied vith plates and text ilius tr-at ions . Mr. Van
Dyke, the editor, is professor of history of art, at Rut('';;er's
college, Brunsv;ick, Ucvi Jersey.
TAFT, LORADO. Mem. of national sculpture soc.
History of Anerican sculpture, 1903.
LIBRARY OF ART; ed. by S. A. Strong. v. 1-2. $2.00.
Scribner, I!. Y.
This librarv, ed . by S. A. Strong librarian of the
House of Lords, is planned to cover the whole field of art in
thirty-eight or more volLunes. All schools and. periods ivill be
represented, but only the most famous artists '.vill be honored by
a separa,te volu:ae^ those less promlneht v/ill be considered in
groups or schools. The volumes are of good size and give a very
full discussion of the v/ork of each artist. The books are
attractively gotten out' and v/ell illustrated. The sei-ies
promises to be one of the best for the general rea.der. The
folic-ving quotation v;;:is taken from the Atlantic monthly ,. voliime
93, page 408.
"The prospectus is exceptionally promising and the tvro
volLimes out v/arrant the assiunption that the series villi be main-
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tained upon u, level of serious, authoritative workmanship."
BALCARRE,:;, LORD. Trustee of the nationiil portrait gallery,
England
.
Donatello. 1903.
KOLROYD, CHARLK3. Keeper of the national gallery of British
ar t
.
Michael Angelo Buonarotti. 1903.
POPULAR LIBRARY OF ART; ed. by Ed^rnrd Garnet t. v.l-c.
fl.OO per V, Dutton, II. Y.
The little books of this series furnish good intro-
ductions to the study of the great artists; introductions, hov/ever
intended only for those just beginning the study of art. The
sketches are very brief, but contain considerable inforraatlon and
are very readable. The series is v/ell illustrated V7ith plates,
"The Popular library of art has thus far p'-eserved in
Its modest way, a good standard." Atlantic, v. 93, page 409.
Diirer, Albrecht; by Lina Eckenstein. 1003.
French iinpressionis ts
;
by Camille T.'anclalr. 1903
Gainsborough, Thonas; by A. B. Chamberlain. 1903.
Leonardo da Vinci; b^.'- George Gronau. 1903.
Millet; by Romain l^olland. Prof, of hist, of art, Ecole
normale superie'ure Paris.. iJOo.
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Rembrandt; by Aur;;;;;istc Pro;ii.
Rossctti; by . I', li.icix r.
Walker, Frod; by Clementine Black. 1902.
DESCKIPTIOI! and TRAVEL
HIGHWAYS AIID BWAY3 SITJEG . v. 1-10. ^.2.00 per v.
Llacmillan, II. Y,
Each voliune of this series treats descriptively some
district of En^^lcind, Scotland, Ireland or IVales, that is of
special interest either because of its historical or literary
associations, or because of the beauty of the scenery or the
peculiarities of the people. The llaticn refers to this collec-
tion as a "charininf, series". Its charm is due iar^^ely to the
many interestinr; features, peculiar to these regions, and also
to the 'Unusually fort'onate choice of authors. The personal side
has been brou;;ht out strongly in almost all of the books, the
reader soon being convinced of the deep love v/hlch each author
bears for the region and the people he describes. The volmnes
are all v;ell illustrated. The series" will furnish delightful
readying for anyone, but v'ill be of especial interest to persons
traveling in Great Britain or to those familiar v/ith the scenes
described.
BRADLEY, A. G. IvI.R.C.S. Author.
HighV7ays oc byways in l^orth Wales. 1S98.
Highways & byways in South Wales. 1903.
Highways d byways in the Lake district. 1901.
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COOK, I.'PvS. E. T .
Illt^liways byways in Lonaon. 1902.
DEARMEK, PEJxCY..
Highways & hyvrays in ITorniandy. 1900.
DUTT, W. A.
Higlways & byways in East Anglia. 1901.
GVrnilJjSTEPHETT.
Higlr.vays & byways in Doncc^^l Antrim. 1899.
NORl^AY, A. K. ^ Author.
Highv/ays & bjrv/ays in Devon and Cormvali. 1897
p:hvrays byways in Yorkshire, 1899.
T0I.I?KI"3, H. W. F.R.H.S
Highv/ays & byvrays in Hertfordshire. 1902.
OUR EUROPEAN NEIGHBORS; ' ed. by W. H. Davison. v.l-S.
§1.20 per V. Putnam^ Y. Y.
Our EuroTjean neighbors is a "series composed of
descriptive works' on the different ccLintries of Europe. Tl-.e
books dej>l v/ith the social, political, industrial :u'id religious
life of the people, and other phases of life likely to be of
interest to the general rea,:.er. Most of the books are fairly
accui'ate and have been written by persons, who have made
-p, study
of the country they describe. A good many of the volujnes lack
the pleasing style, th;.it is necessary to make a book of this
kind enjoyable. The series contains valuable information however,

much of which Is dlfflcuit to obtain eisev.'her-c; this la es )eciali
true of tliG bocks, doalin(" with the minor countries of Kurope
.
The voiLUiiOo ar'o neatly boimd and v/eil iliustj- tod.
BROCPINER, JES3IE.
Danish life in tov-n cc country. 1903.
Gerr.ian life in towm & country. 1901.
KIGGI'-. L. .
Spanish life in tovm country v/ith chapters on
Portu;:al by E. E. Street. 1902.
HOUGH, P. M.
Dutch life in to";n coLintry by a resident of the Ha{;ue
1901.
LYHCH, HAir^AH. Novelist.
French life in town & country. 1901.
PAUIER, F. K. E.
Rus^^ian life in to7,m & country. 1901.
STORY, A. T. .
Swiss life in tovai £c co Lintry. 1902.
VILLARI, LUIGI.
Italian life in tovni & country. 1902.

STORY OF TI-IF- V.'EST SERIKS; ed. by Ripley Hitchcock. v.i-G.
!-'vl.50 per v. Appicton, II. Y.
This series is intended to present certain character-
istic phases of the early development of the country. ThuoC nar-
ratives are base;- very largely upon the actual expori nces of the
authors, men v.iio have been very closely in touch with the life
they describe. The series not only furnishes enjoyable readinf^,
but it is important as a jtudy ox certain types of men, peculiar
to this nation. The style of several of the authors is somev/hat
crude, cut not altogether uiisuited to the nature of the subjects.
A few maps and illustrations are included in the series. The
different books of the series have been very favorably/ received
in the different critical magazines. The follov/in,^ quotation v;as
taken from the Dial v. 21, page 25S. "Readers are becoming aware
that histcrydoes not lie altogether in lists of battles, but that
the attrition of curi^ent streams oi ra,ces, inventive genius,
development of material resources etc. must be studied. Types
developed in the progress of civilization are fast disappearing,
but they are to be preserved in the Story of the '''est series
planned for this purpose under the capable editorship of I.ir.
R. Hitchcock." Mr. Hitchcock is an editor and was form.erly
special correspondent for the Hew York Tribune in Llexicc and the
West.
FORSYTH, G. A. Bvt . brigadier-gen. U.S. arm^
.
Story of the soldier. 1900.
GRIIIYELL, G. 3. Joint ed . of Forest Sb stream. Formerly
asst. in osteology, Peabody museum Yale "univ.
Story of the Indian. 1895.

HOUGH, E. V/ostern manager of Forest otri^ain.
Story of the cov;boy. io'.)7.
LAUT, A. C. Journalist.
Story of the trapper. 1900.
SHINIJ, C. n. Head forest ranger. U.S. Interior dep't.
Story of the nine. 1896.
WARI.IAi: , CY . J ournal i s t
.
Story of the railroad. 1898.
. ECOIJOMICS and SOCIOLOGY
A!.iSRICAN CITIZEIT SERIES; ed. by A. B. Hart. v. 1-3.
(^2.00 per v. Longman, II. Y,
This series deals v.ath economic, political and
sociclogical subjects and has been dedicated to the "upbuilding
of American citizenship". The editor, I.Ir . Hart is a v/ell linoxm
historian and author. He has suporivsed this "/hole ^vork, has
written a brief introduction to each volume and has already con-
tributed one vclum.e to the series himself. The voluines out are
by men of excellent reputation, are full of valuable information,
are quite accurate and very readable. They are of an elementary
nature, especially suited to young students. The bibliographical
material is an imiportant feature of tiie series. I?or each subject
a list of reference books, suitable for a small public library,
a list of periodicals, of sources and other lists f.at the sub-
ject may seem to reoui'^e, are in the authors introduction and a
bibliography also heads each chapter. The series has so far

fuiriiiod 0,11 oxooc '-alle-'MS .
^ DEV'EY, D. R. Prof. cT or.on. 8z statistics, Haas. ii:ii3t.
tGchnclor;y.
Financial hist, of the U.o. 1003.
HART, A. B. Prof, of hist. Piarvard univ.
Actual government as applied under American conditions.
1003.
^ WRIGHT, C. D. U.S. commissioner of labor.
Outlines of practical sociolOQ^ . 1S09.
CITIZEIT..)' LIBRARY OF EC0:'T0:;TIC3 , POLITICS A"D SOCIOLOGY; ed by
R. T. Ely. v.1-16. '^1.25 per v.
Macnillan, II. Y.
The books in this series are of a very miscellaneous
character, as indicated by the title, aiid they vary in usefulness
as in subject nati.er. On the whole, thc;7 are of a very popular
nature, vrere hurriedly "'ritten, and are not apt to please the
thorou;rh student. Most of the bocks, hovrever, have been largely
read and satisfy the {general demand. A fev/ of the books may be
relied upon; most of them have no lastin^j value.
ADDAH3, JAHE. Head resident at Hull house settlement Chic.
Lecturer on social questions.
Democracy oz social ethics. 1902,

BAKER, " . . Prof. oT civil engin. liiinr-io uiiiv.
Municipal on.^inecrlnr;; 5: sanitation. 1002.
BULLOCK, C. J. Prof, of oconomlca, V/iliiams col.
Essays in the monetary histor;- of the U.S. 1900.
ELY, R. T. Prof, of pol. econ. Yfis. univ.
Custom & competiton.
Monopolies w trusts. 1900.
Outlines of oconomics, 1900,
Studies in the evolution of industrial r>ociety. 1903.
hobso:j, J. A.
Economics of distribution. 1900.
JONES, E. D. Ph.D.
Economic crises. 1900.
MACY, JESSE. Prof, of constitutional hist. So pol sci.
lov/a col. ,
Political parties in the United States. 1900.
MEYER, B. H. Prof, of conferee, ^7is. univ.
Railway 'lo^-^i slat ion in the United States. 1903.
REIITSCH, P. 3. Prof, of pol sci ^.''is. univ.
Coloiiial ;30vernment . 1902.
World politics at the end of the nineteenth century.
1900.
ROSS, E. A. Forr.ierly prof, of sociology, Stanford Liniv.
Social control. 1901.
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VI'JCEIIT, J. M. Ed. of John lioplcin'a unlv. otuolos In
social & poi, sci.
Govornront Ir. P/.'.'it "^r iivid . 1900.
ZEUBLi'II, CHARLES. Prof, oi' socioio-;;- . Chic. univ.
Ainericu,n raunicipal prOj^ress. 1902.
CRIi:i:;0L0GY SERIES; cd. by W. D. Llort-ison. v. 1-5.
!i?1.50 per V. Appleton, N.Y,
' This series has been planned -o cover the whole field
of criinir.olo^;;:'-
,
systematically and thorouj^^hly , and to deal with
practical as v/ell as theoretical questions. All of the books
now cut are by irien, who have spent years in a careful Gtudy of
this subject. Some of tlie volumes are invaluable to the penolo-
gist and all of them are useful contributions to the subject.
!i
FERRI, E. Prof, of crirriinal law, Univ. of Rome.
Criminal sociolor^y. 1^96.
JOLY, IIEITRI . French penologist. Formerly prof, of philos.
Faculte des lettres de Dijon.
Crime; a social study.
L0LSR030, CESARE. Prof, of medical jurisprudence, Tiirin
unlv.
Female offender. 1895.
MORRISOII, VJ. D. Chaplain of T7andv/orth prison", bond.
Juvenile offenders. 1R97.

PKOAL, LOUIS. Jud,'je of the court or appeal at Alx.
Poiitican crime. IGQG.
LIBRARY OF ECONOI.IIGS A]:i) POLITICS; ed . by R. T. El:/. v.l-f^l.
^1,25 to r^2.00 per v. Crowell, 11. Y.
Not nuch can be said for this series uo a v/hole. I.Ir.
Ely -as the ori<';]inal editor, but severed his connections vrith the
publishers before the series vras completed. The serierj v;as not
outlined accordinifj to any systenatic plan, neither vran tliere any
special reason in most cases for the assignment of subjects to
certain authors. Thou>3h most of the authors are men of promin-
ence, ran-- of the books ;vere hastil;,' written, because of lack
of time. There are a fev: books, v/hich may be re£;jarded as the
best on the s ubject in question, and the series as a \vhole "'.'ill
be found fairly satisfactory for popular use, though not of much
value to the. student. Some of the books are indexed and have
bibliographical notes; others have neither.
•BASCO!,!, JOIIIT-.
Social theory. 1895.
BEI'.IIS, E. Director of dept. of municipal monopolies,
bur. of econ. research, IT.Y.
Municipal monopolies. 1899.
COMHOITS, J. R. Director of bur. of econ. research. IT.Y.
Proportional representation. 1696.
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DIXON, F. I;. Aaj't.pi'Of. of econ. Dartraoutli coi.
State railroad control. cl896.
ELY, R. T. Prof, of econ. Via. univ.
Sociaiisiii ..c Bociul I'dorin. 1094.
FEKiJO'", E. E. Director of 11. Y. state coi. of forestry,
Cornell univ.
Econorr.lcs of forestry, luOii.
HO^F, F. C. Prof, of la"/, Cleveland col.
Internal revenue system in the United States. 1096.
HULL HOUSE maps « papers. 1895.
INGLE, EDV^ARD.
Southern side lights. 1096.
^ KIIILF.Y, DAVID. Prof of econ. 111. univ.
Independent treas ury system of the United States. 1093.
LE R03SIGII0L, J. E. Prof, of econ. Denver miiv.
Monopolies, past & present. 1901.
MC COMACHIE, L. G.
Congressional coTrmittees . cl890.
NEVfELL, F. H. Chief hydrographer . U.S. geological survey.
Irrigation in the United States. 1902.
PEIXOTTO. J. B. Ph. D. •. .
French revolution oc modern French, socialismx. 1901.
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RUSSELL, C. ^: LE^":rs, r. Ll.
Jev; In London. iOOi.
SCOTT, A. Dlr(?ct,cr of sch. of cormaercf^ ob Prof, of ccon.
hist. ^'^l3. miv.
Repudiation of state debts in the United States. 109 3,
SPAHK, C. P. Assoc. ed . of Outlook.
Present distribution of v:eaith in the United States.
ci896.
TRENT, W. P.
Southern statesmen of the old regime. 1897.
lit V^ARNER, A. [}. Prof, of econ. Stanford miiv.
American charities. 1395.
V/ILLOUGHEY, F. F. Expert J. S. dep't of labor,
'''orkingmen ' s insurance. clo9S.
-f-- "''inES, F. K. Ass't director of U, S. census.
Punishment 3z reformation. 1895.
KCOrOniCS sociology, see also
co:ite;-!POrary scifitce series. Ecoi:or'iC3.
interi:atioi3al sciei:tific series. Economics.

EDUGAT I or
AMERICAN TEACHERS SERIES; ed . by J. E. Russoli. v.1-4.
:Jl.50 per v. Lon(5i:ian , 11 . Y
.
"The American teacher's serles will review the principal
subjects of the secondary school curriculum. The purpose is to
discuss the educational value of each subject, the reasons for
includin^-^ it in tlie curriculum, the selection and arrangement of
materials in the course, the essential features of class instruct-
ion, and the various helps which are available for teachers' use.
The books are merely contributions to professional knowledge
necessary in secondar^^ education". Editor.
The authors of the vol-Jiries that have appeared are men
of high standing in their respective fields, and the series will
prove helpful to all teachers in secondary school, though it is
not as reliable as the Teachers' prof essic-nal library. The
editor, Ilr. E. J. Russell is dean of the Teachers' college
Columbia university.
BENNETT, C. E. (Prof, of Latin, -Cornell ujiiv. ) & BRISTOL,
G. ?. Prof, of Greek, Cornell univ.
Teaching of Latin and Greek in the secondary school.
1901.
BOURNE, K. E. Prof, of hist. col. for women, Western reserve
univ. Cleveland.
Teaching of history and civics in the elementary and
secondary'' schools. 1902.
CARPENTER, G. R. (Prof, of rhetoric Cclum.bja- univ. ) & BAKER,
F, T, Prof, of English, Teacher's cel. Columbia, univ.
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Teachln;- of En/^iish. 1903.
SMITI,, ALEXA!:dER. (Asst. prof, of chemistry, Clilc. univ.)
& liALL, E. 11. Prof, of physics, Harvard.
Teachino; cT chemistry and phyt?lcs in tho seconciary
school. 1902.
GREAT EDUCATORS; ed. by TJ. M. Butler. 12 v. ^lU.OO per
V. Scribner, !I.Y.
The series comprises tv/elve volumes, each volume being
a concise biography of some influential character in the field of
education and of the educational movement vrith which he v/as con-
nected. The series includes accounts of ancient education, the
rise of Christian schools, the foundation and groivth of univer-
sities and the great modern movements sug;;;ested by Rousseau, the
Jesuits, Pestalozzi etc. The volum.es are indexed and contain
lists of editions, bibliographies, tables of dates and other
material of a similar cliaracter. All the books of the series are
good and the v/hole series v'ill be indispensable to the student
of education.
ABELARD; and the origin and early history of universities,
by Gabriel Compayre. Rector of the acad. of Poiters,
France. 1893.
ALCUIII &the rise of Christian schools by A. F. West. Prof,
of Latin & dean of graduate school, Princeton Liniv.
1892.
ARISTOTLE; & the ancient educational ideals by Thomas
Davidson. L.L.D. 1892.
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ARNOLD, THOMAS & MATTHEW; by J. G. Fitch. Inspector of
trainin/^; sch. England. V697
,
COMENIUl^* by IV. S. Monroe. Prof, of nsyclioiocy, Mass.
state norinai sch. 1900.
FROEBEL; by H. 0. Bowcn. Lectur-er on educ . Cambriar^e unlv.
1893.
HEl^BART & THE HERBARTIAIIS ; b^' Charles De Garnio . Prof, of
sci. & art of educ. Cornell univ. 1S95.
LOYOLA; & the educational systems of the Jesuits; by
Thomas Hughes. Formerly prof, of lit. & philos.
St. Louis univ. & Detroit col. 1892.
MANJT, HORACF; "by B. A. Hinsdale. Prof, ol' sci. £c art of
teachin^^;;, Mich. univ. 1898. *
PESTALOZZI; by A. Pinloche . Prof, in Lycee Charlemagne &
Ecole polytechnique . 1901.
ROUSSEAU; by Thomas Davidson M.A. L.L.D. 1900.
STUPJvI: bv J. E. Russell. Dean of teachers' col. Colunbia./ «-'
univ.
INTERIJATIOIIAL EDUCATION SERIES; ed. by , T. Harris. v. 1-55
.^?1.00 t,o $2.00 per v. Appleton, N. Y.
The international education series ^yas planned with the
purpose of bringing together the best works, old and new, upon
educational subjects and furnishing thus a complete course of
reading for teachers. A systema^tic plan was outlined, b^'' which
the subject was to be treated under four heads, history of
education, educational criticism, treatises on the theory of
education and the art of ecucation, the latter including

instruction, discipline .uiJ achoi.iroon methods. /lithou;;;li this plan
waa so promising, the sorl(>s ha.s not proved as valuable, as might
have been expected. In tills ion,-- list, scarcely half the books
have any unusual val ^nd q_uite a number are hardly vrorthy of
existence. Those books v/iiich have been found of special useful-
nes.'j to the student have been indicated below.
ADLER, FELIX. Prof, of social ^c pol. ethics ColuiTibia univ.
Moral instructio!: of children. 1892.
BALDWIN, JOSEPH. Prof, of pedagogy, Texas univ.
Elementary psychology Sz education.
School management 8z school methods. 1897.
Baldwin's ps^/chology appliec. to the art of teaching
1892.
BLOW, 3USATT E.
Letters to a mother. 1899.
comp.
Songs & music of Friedrich Froebel's Mother play. 1896.
Symbolic education. 1894.
BLOW, S. E. 5c ELIOT, H. R.
I/Iottoes & commentaries of Friedricli Forebel's Mother
play. 1896.
M BOLTON, F. E.
Secondary school s'/stem. of Germany. 1900.
''f' BOONE, R. G. Supt. Cincinnati pub. schools. .
Education in the United States. 1889.

COMPAYRK, GAPjaFL.
Intellectual «Sj moral development of the child. lo9G.
Later infancy of the clilld.
DAVIDSOi', THOLIAS.
Educatioii of the Greek people. 1394.
ECKOFF, J. Ph. D.
Herbart's A B C of sense perception. 1896.
FCUILLEE, ALFj.ED.
Education from a national standpoint. 1892.
FROEDEL, FRIEDRICH. Ger:nan educator. Founder of kinder-
garten system.
Education by development. i899.
Education of rnan. 18G7
.
Pedagogics of the kindergarten. 1895.
GREENV'OOD, J. M. Supt . of schools, Eansa.^ City, Mo.
Principles of education, practically applied. 1901.
GUIMPS, ROGER DE.
Pestalozzi. 1889.
HARRIS, T. U.S. ccni. issioner of educ.
Psychologic foundations of education. 1896.
HERBART. Germ, philosopher.
Psychology; trans, bj^ I!. K. Smith. Teacher r.Y. state
norma,l sch. Osv;ego. 1891.
HIIJSDALE, B. A. Prof, of sci. & art of teaching, Mich.univ.
How to study & teach history. 1894.
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Teaching the ianf^ua^e-- U'^ts . 1896,
KO^"Tfi, F. G. Formerl;/ princinai of lii. univ. preparatory och.
Advanced elementary science. 1900.
Systematic science te..chin{^. 1G94.
HOWLAI^D, GEORGE. Formerly 3upt. of Chic uchools.
Practical hint 3 for the teache-s of y^ublic schools.
1889.
HUGHES, J. L. Inspector of schools, Toronto.
Dickens as an educator. 1901.
Froebel's^ lavrs for all teachers. 1097.
JOHOn^JOT, JAI.IES.
Principles 03 practice of teaching. 1896.
JUpD, C. H. Prof, of psychology, IT.Y. univ.
Genetic philosophy for teachers. 1903.
KAY, DAVID. F.R.G.3.
Memory. 1888.
KLEi-'I!J, L. R. Principal cf Cincinnati technical sch.
European schools. 1859.
LARGE, HELEUA.
Higher education of v/omen in Europe. 1890.
M LAURIE, S. 3. Prof, of hist, of educ. Edin. univ. .
Rise 80 early constitution of universities. 1807.
MARTIN, G. H. Formerly supervisor of pub. schools, Best.
t
== - ^Xg^j-Jji^Q" Massachusetts publ ic school system .

1894
.
I.'cLRLLAT^, J. A. Sc DKWFY, JOJi^. ^>of . of plilloa. C' " r. . t^Iv.
Psycho lo^^iV of number. 189 5.
MOTIROE, li. Prof, of psychology Mass. state normal sch.
V/estf ield.
Bibliography of education. lo97.
MONTAIGNE. French essayist.
Education of children; ed. by L. E. Rector. 1899.
MORRISON, G. B. Teacher of physics & chemistry, Kansas city
hi~h school.
Ventilation & v/armin.;; of school buildings. 1807.
PAI^'TER, F. V. N. Prof, of modern languages, Roanoke col.Va.
Histor;' of education. 1866.
PARKER, F. YJ . Form.erly pres. of Cook county normal sch.
Hov; to study geographj?-. 1889.
PICKARD, J. L. Pres. Iov,'a univ.
School supervision. 1890.
PREYER, V'. Prof, of physiolo-y. Jena univ.
Development of the intellect. 1839.
Mental development of the chilu. 1893.
Senses & the vrlll, 1887.
O.UICK, R, H. Lecturer on hist, of educ. Cambridf:e univ.
Essays on educational reformers. 1890.
ROSENCRANZ, J. F. Prof of philos. Koni^^sberg univ.
Philo
s
ophy of education; trans, by A. C. Brackett. 1886.
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ROSS, G. ^7. Minister of educ . Ontario.
History of the school system of Ontario, Canada. i8'J6.
ROUSSEAU. French philosopher.
Eraile; trans, by . U. Paine, pres. Peabody normal sell.
Tenn. 1893.
SEAKCIi. P. V\ Formerly supt . of schools, Pueblo, Col.,
Los An^^eles, Ilolj^oke, Mass.
An ideal school. 1901.
S1IARPLE33, ISAAC. Pres. of Haveriord col. Penn.
English education in elementar^^ & secondary schools.
1892.
SHELDON, li. D. Prof. Oregon univ.
Student life & customs. 1901.
TAYLOR, A. R. Ph. D.
Stud*' of the child. 1898. •
WARE, FVBIA'J. Ainer. author.
Educational foundations of trade & industry. 1902.
TEACHERS' PROFESSIOT^AL LIBRARY; ed. by II. M. Butler. v. 1-4.
;'-)1.00 per V. Macrnillan, N.Y.
This series deals ^.vith the methods of teachinr; special
subjects in the elementary and secondary schools. It is under the
general editorship of IT. T'. Butler prof, of philosophy a'-d educ-
ation, Columbia ujiiversit'^ and one of the most prominent students
of education in the United States. The series is comparatively
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a nev; one, and tlv^ ^-olLiineo that have been pubiiahed so far
represent the inost rocont scholarship. This Is the best serious
on the sir. ject and if "uture volumes prove a;-. ;:ood as those that
have appeared already, the collect io:i will foi-ii an excellent and
practical reference library for tho teacher.
CHUBR, PERCIVAL. Principal of High sch, dep't. Ethical
culture sch. T. ,Y
,
Teaching of enf^lish in the elementary & secondary
schools. 1902.
REDWAY, J. 'V. - Geo-praphor . Formerly instructor in chemistry,
Cal. univ.
Nev7 basis of geography, 1901.
SHA^.^, E. R.
School hygiene. 1901.
SHITH, D. E. Principal N.Y. state nor]r£il sch.
Teaching Sc stud^/ of elem.entary mathematics. 1900.
EDUCATIO::, see also COI^TEMPKOARY SGIENCr SERIES,
EBUGATIOI!.
HISTORY
AMKRICAY COMMONWEALTHS; -ed by K. E. 3cudder., v. 1-14.
§1.25 per v. Houghton, Best.
The aim of this series as stated by the publishers and
editor was "to sketcli rapidly and forcibly the liVes of those
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states which have hu-d marked infiuonce upon the structure o! the
nation or liave embodied in their i'ormation and i'^rovith principles
of Ar.:er'ic,.tn policy; also to secure trustworthy and f^ra^hic
narratives which should liave subatantiai vaii;e as historicai
monographs aru: at the same time do full Justice to the pictures-
que elements of the subject". A number of the books contain con-
siderable orif;inal material and are reliable and entertainingly
written. A fe"' of the volumes are very commonplace; but those
v/hich have been found the most helpful have been indicated belov/.
As a whole the series maintains a good stanclard, furnislies
material not easily accessible elsewhere to the general reader,
and v;ill be found ver'2' useful in any public or school library.
CALIFORIJIA; by Josiah Royce . Prof, of hist, of philos.
Harvard. 18G6.
" COillTECTICUT; by Alexander Johnson. Prof, oi jurisprudence
& poi. econ. col. of I!ew o^ersey. 18S7.
'At INDIANA; by J. P. Dunn. See'y. Ind. histor. soc 188^:.
KANSAS; by L. "^"^ . Spring. Prof, of English lit. Williams col.
1385.
-ic KEIITQCKY; by N. S. Shaler. Dean of Lavrrence sci. sch. &
prof, of geology, Harvard univ. 1885.
MARTLA^D; by K. Brovme . Lawj^er.
. MICL'IGAn; by T. M. Cooley. Formerly Dean of sch. of yol.
econ. & prof, of Amer. hist, ca const i. lav;, Mich. Uiiiv.
1385.
MISSOURI; by Lucien Carr. Ass't. curator, Peabody museum of
Amer, archaeology. 1888.
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NEV: YORK; by iv. H. Roberta. Formerly U.S. treasurer. lo. 1
.
^ OHIO; by Rufus Kin^. 1800.
Ol^aOII; by William Barrov/s. i^. D. 18o4.
^ TEXAl-)* by G. P. Garrison. Prof, of hist. Texa:? univ.
§1.10. 1J03.
VERMONT; by R. E. Robinson. 1392.
VIRGINIA; by J. E. Cooke. 1884.
AMERICAN HISTORY SVRIES. v.i-6. ^^.00 per v.
Scribner, IT.Y.
The books of this series, considered tor;ell{t^er, furnish
a connected iiistor - of the United States fro.;, the discovery of
America to the present time, divided into five distinct epochs.
The series "vas "designed to be em.inently history, as distin,';^uish-
ed from a mere chronicle of annals, and to explain the signifi-
canoe as ".'ell <i3 recount tiie course o.'' events. Accordint^ to
revievrers and scholars familiar ^ith the books, the authors ha-^.'e
produced interesting and popular histories, in vrhich facts have
been carefully stated and inference^ "^.'ell dr-ivni. The books by
Mr. Burgess are very valuable, but are v;rltten from toe much of
a political standpoint to please the historical scliolur. All the
volumes contain chronolo;-' ical tables, bibliograpliles and ^ full
index. The series is probably the best on American histdr?'.

BUKGESl"), J. V^ Prof, of hlat., pci. aci. & international
iav:, Coiumbla univ.
Thr-^ civil war & the const itution, 1G5Q-65. lOOl.
The middle pei-lod, loi7-60. 1807.
Reconstruction & the constitution, 1( 59-65. 19013.
FI3KER, . P. Prof, of eccles. hist. Yule univ.
Colonial era, 1402-1756. 1G92.
SLOAirt-:, I,;. Prof, of hist. Princeton Liniv.
Frencn v;ar 8z the revolution. 1750-83. 1893.
WALKFP., V. A. Pre. of Mass. inst. of technology,
Kakinr; of the nation. 1783-1817. 1C95.
j
AM'-RICAIT S^ATESMEIT; ed. by J . . Morse. v. 1-23. ^1.25
per V. Hou[3;hton. Bost.
This series is cor:iposed of biographical sketches of
great Arn.rican statesmen. The object, however, has not been
merely to furnish u number of disconnected accounts, but to i
produce books, which taken together, raay sho^" the lines of
political thought and develop-iient in -the United States. Most of
IS
the • statesmen conr>iderec: were prominent during the period 1776-61,
fror;: the Revolution to the Civil war, though a fev/ persons of an
earlier or later date have been included. The series is unusual-'
ly excellent, and the purchase of all the volumes could be advised
'.vith little hesitation. The authors, with very few exceptions
are men of recognized historical scriolarship and show a true
appreciation of the characters of whom, they treat. Several of
the biographies are regarded as the most satisfactory, that have
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v/rlttor (^". the r>tate,jinen under conaiderat Ion
.
Adaiiia, C. F., by C. F. Adains, jr. Historical student; forruer
iy pres. of f^ass. histor. soc. 1900,
Adains, John; by J. T. ?^orse, jr. Lecturer on hist. Harvard
univ. 18135.
Adans, J. Q., by J. T, I'orse, jr. Lecturer on hist. Harvard
univ. 1833.
Adams, Sarauel; by J. K. Hormer. Formerly librarian Minnea-
polis pub. lib. 1892.
Benton, T. H.,: by Theodore Roosevelt, Pres. of the U.S. 1887.'
Calhoun, J. C, by H. von Hoist. Formerly prof, of hist.
Mich. univ. ^ 1892.
Cass, Le^vis; by A. C. HcLau'^hlin. Prof, of Amer. hist.
Micln.univ. 1892.
Chase, S. P., by A. B. Hart, prof.- of hist. Harvard univ.
1C99.
Clay, Henry; by Carl Gchurz. Ed. statesman, au":hor. 1887.
Franklin, Benjamin; by J. T. Horse jr. see Adams, J. 1889.
Gallatin, Albert, by J. A. Stevens. Founder & first ed. of
Ivla-^azine of Amer. hist. 1884.
Hamilton, Alexander; by I". C. Lod^e . U.S. senator from
I 'ass. 189e5.
Henry, Patrick; by M. C. Tyler. Form-rly prof, of Eng.
language 5: lit. Cornell univ. 1838.
Jackson, Andrev;; by W. G. Sumner. Prof, of pol. Cc sec.
sci. Yale univ. 1883.
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Jay, John; by i\eorr;e Poliev;. iS90.
Jefferson, Thomas; by J. T . !'orse, jr. seo Adams, J.
Lincoln, Abrahai:i; 1)^- J. T. Morse, jr. seo Adairiij, J. 1G9.'5
Madison, James; by s. II. Gay. Formerly od . IT.V, Tribune 3z
Chic. Tribune. 1884.
Marshall, John; by A. B. Magruder. 1885.
Monroe, James; by D. G. Gilman. Formerly pres. of John
Hopkins univ. No 7 pres. of Carnegie institution,
Washington, D.C, 1883.
Morris, Gouveryieur; b;- Theodore Roosevelt .Pres . of U.S. 1888
^ Randolph, John; by H. Adams. Formerly asst. prof, of hist.
Harvard univ. 1883.
Sev-ard, "\ II., by T. K. Lothrop.
Stevens, Thaddeus
;
by S. "\ I'cCall. 1899.
Sumner, Charles; by I.Ioorfield Storey. 1900. Law;^er.
Pres. of Amer.- bar assoc., 1896.
Van Buren, Martin; by E. M. Shepard. Lawj/-er. 1892.
•Washington, George; by H. C. Lodge. See Hamilton 1889.
Webster, Daniel; by H. C. Lodge. see Hamilton. 1883.
ANCIEIIT HISTORY FROM THE MOirjMEIJTS. v. 1-4. 80/ per v.
Scribner, IT.Y.
The books of this series represent the result of the
most recent archaeological investigation. Each volume is by a
*
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well known archaeoiOf7;lot
,
excellently pi'tj^ciruci r.o av.xi ""-Ith the
field of hlstor-' ao3l£:3;ned him. Tlie material iG presented in a
condensed and popular style. Illustrat iona and naps have been
added where needed. Tlie entire series may be heartily reconunend-
ed for the general reader.
PALME]\, II. S. Formerly Major-general, Royal engineers, Eng-
land .
Sinai. 1879.
^ SAYCE, A. H. Prof, of assyriology. Oxford univ.
History o£ Babylonia. 1879.
SMITh', GEORGE. Assyrlolog 1 st
.
Assyria. 1879.
VAUX, VJ. S. Vf. Keeper of coins & medals, British museum.
Persia. 1878.
EPOCHS OE AIIERICA:^ HISTORY; ed. by A. B. Hart. 6 v.
!^1.25 per v. Longmans. I'.Y.
^
The three volumes of this series furnish excellent
text-books for schools and a brief resu?ne of American history
for the general reader. The books are not based upon the sources,
but upon standard secondary autlior it les . The most important facts
in the history of each period have been stated acciirately and in
a clear, readable style. The colonies, by Yr. Thv^ait s , • is the
least satisfactory, perhaps, because this period v/as '^he most
difficult to deal with. Tlie books are vrell supplied with maps
J^nd,^ lb1 l.ographi e s
.
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^ liAK'i', A. •' . Prof, oi' hist. Harvard univ.
Formation of the Union, 1750-1829. 1892.
THWAITES, R. G. Soc'y. Wis. state histor. soc.
The colonies, 1492-1750. 1(391.
WILSOII, W00DR0T7. Prof, of jurisprudence & politics,
Princeton univ.
Division & reunion, 1829-39. 1893.
EPOCHS OF AlTCIEilT HISTORY; ed . by G. W. Cox & C. Sankey.
11 V. . Oi.OO per V. Scribner, N.Y.
This series reives a very good introduction to the
whole subject of ancient history and will be found to answer the
demands of the r^ener 1 reader quite satisfactorily. Tlie books as
a "/hole, are not based upon the most recent investigations.
There is much unevenness in the merits of t];e different volumes,
while some are the productions of scholars anc. are almost indis-
pensable to the student ,of ancient history; others are much less
useful. The style is very popular. ITaps and pls'.ns are included
in most of the volumes. Despite its defects, the series vrould
have, a place in e.very public library.
^ BEESLY, A. H. Em.eritus prof, of hist. Liniv. col. Lond.
The Gracchi, I'arius & Sulla, 1879.
BENJAiail, S, G. W.
Troy. 1830.
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CAPK3, "'. V,'. Roader cf ancient hlL3t. ?c tutor, Queen's coi.
Oxford unlv.
A^e of the Antonine:;. IGV'J.
Early empire, lo76.
COX, G. "\ Late scholar of Trinity coi. Oxford univ.
Athenian empire. 1876.
^ Greeks & the Persians. 1876.
CURTEI3, A. 11. Forr.ierly fel. of Trinity col. Oxford univ.
ITow asst. master Sherbourne sch.
Macedonia)! empire. 1880.
^ IIINE, Y! . Hon. prof, of ancient hist. Heidelberg univ.
Early Rome. 1878.
X MERIVALE, CKARLEJ. Dean of Ely.
Roman triumvirates. 1877.
SAKKEY, CHARLES. Late scholar of Queen's col. Oxford univ.
Spartan & Theban SL.:premacies . 1877.
ST.'ITK, R. B.
Rorne ob Cartha/ze. 1881.
EPOCHS OF MODER:: HI-.^TORY; ed. by E. E. Morris. IG v.
$1.00 per, V. Scribner, IT.Y.
This series consists of brief, concise manuals of all
the important periods of European histor*' from the beginning of
«
the Middle ar^es to the m.iddle of the nineteenth century. Although
the series does not give a complete connected account of the
history of this entire period, it v;ill be found a, fairly good

sub-.tlt\ite for a f^enorai medlovai and modern hlstcr- of Europe,
if the voiuinoH are read In the proper order. Many of the Voluinea
are now rather oi.it of date, and do not repreoent aa recent
historical opinions, u.j Cio the Periods of European hlstor". There
is a decided difference in the value of the bookii of the series,
but as a whole the series is quite satisfactory, and especlaiiy
adapted to tl:e needs 01 the general reader. There are seventy-
seven maps, plans and tables in the ei-jlitecn volumes of the set.
AIRY, OSMO'TD. Inspector of schools. Histor. v/riter.
En^'lish restoration 8a Louis XLV. 1668.
CHURCH, R. W. Dean of St. Pauls.
Beginning of the middle ages. 1878.
COX, G. ^. Late scholar of Trinity col. Oxford univ.
Crusades. 1876.
CREIGHTOII, MAIIDELL. Formerly prof, of eccles. hist.
Cambridge univ.
Age of Elizabeth. 1876.
GAIRDIT' R, JAI.IES. Fcrmerly asst. keeper- of pub. records.
Ed. of Calendar of state papers of Henry VIII.
Houses of Lancaster & York. 1S76.
GARDINER, 3. R. For:nerly prof. 01 hist. King's cel. Lond.
^ Puritan revolution. 1876.
Si Thirty years' v/ar. 1876.
HALE, E. Prof, of homiletlcs, Cambridge univ.
Fall of the Stuarts. 1876.
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JOHNSOII, A. 11. Int(;r-colie;3iate lecture;', Ail soiiln cf»l.
Oxford unlv.
r!orr:ians in Elu-lpu. 1o76.
LONGMAII,
Frederick the (^reat <?o the seven years ^var. looi.
McCarthy, JUSTI::. novelist, historian, Sta-tesman,
Epoch ol reforin. 1882.
MOBERLY, C. E. Principal St. Hugh's hall, Oxford -oiiiv.
Early Tudors. 1887.
MORRIS, E. E. Head natter of the Ilelbourne (Australia)
grara:^ar sch.
Age of Anne
,
Early Hanoverians. 18.',6.
MORRIS, v. 0. CoLmty ccurt judge, Ireland.
French revolution oc first empire. 1876.
SEEBOHlj, F. Litt.D.
Era of the Protestant revolution. 1876.
^ STUBBS, V/. Re^;ius prof, of modern hist. Oxford univ.
Early Plantagenets . 1876.
^.^ARBURTOIT, Formerly fellcv.^ of All Souls cel. Oxford univ
Ed'"ard, the third. 1882.
FOREIGII STATES:.'E!I SERIES; ed. by J. E. Bury. v. 1-11.
' 75/^ per V. L'acmillan, V.''.
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This scries v;as planned to inciuac ii Ijiui^vixuivj ot
ever - statesman of continental Europe,- v^ho had exercised u
com:-:uindin influeni'e upon the general course of European affairs.
All 0.1' the bo^ ks In the series are c^ood, ar..u sovcr-al ure ru/.ai'uec
as unusually reliable and schoiarl;' authorities. The series is
of more value fro:^ the historical than from the blo^-^raphlcal
standpoint. The books of the series • u;' sor-ve tv;o purposes, as
works of reference for the student of hlstor;, or as interesting
and instructive books for the general reader. Mr. J. B. Bury,
the editor, is Re{;;;lLis profesoor of nodern history, at Canbridr^'e
univorsit;-.
t
Cavour;by Countess Cesaresco. 1898.
^ Charles the ^reat
;
by Thomas Kodgkln, Litt.D. Historical
v/rlter. 1897.
Joseph II; by J . F. Brlr^ht. Master of iiniv. col. Oxford
univ. 1897.
Maria Theresa; by J. F. Bright. See Joseph II. 1G97.
>(f Mazarln; by Arthur Has sail. Tutor of Christ col. Oxford
univ. 190 3.
Medici, Ccsiino de; by K. D. E^wart . Late scholar of
Somervllle col. Oxford univ. 1899.
Mirabeau; by E. P. "".''lllert . Tutor of Exeter col. Oxford
univ. 1898.
Philip Augustus; by H. Hutton. Tutor of ot . John'o col.
Oxford univ. 1896.
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Plililp II oj.' ouain; by Ilur.ie, I'.A.S. Kd . ol L;purii3ii state
papers, Public record office, Lond. Exaiaincr In Spanish
Lond. univ. 1007.
^ Rlciielieu; by R. Lod^e . Prof, of liist. Edin. univ. 1896.
^ Vrillian th'; silent; by Frederic Iiarrison. Prof, of juris-
prudence Inns of Court; Vice -pres. Royal liistorical
soc. 1003.
*
HEROES OF THE ITATIOFS; ed . by Evelyn Abbott. v. 1-36.
$1.50 per V. except where Indicated $1.35.
Pu-.nan, IT.Y.
This So-ries corresponds very closely in general purpose,
character and appearance to the Story of the nations, only that
its field is biographical as well as histcrical. Every r;reat
nation is represented by those persons who huve had the most
influence upon the ccuntr.y's history and development. "V7ith the
life of each character will be presented a picture of the
national conditions surrcundin;-; ]iiiri durinr; his career. The
picturesque and dramatic side is emphasized strongly in this
series, as in the Story of the Hat ions. Illustrations and maps
are nuj:n--^-roL-s . The series is exceedingly popular in na'".ure, but
instructive and fairly reliable. The entire collection would
probably be used to a large extent in the average public library.
Alexander, the Great; by B. I. Wheeler, "Pres. of Cal univ.
1000.
Augustus Caesar; by J . R. Firth. $1.35. 1003.
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Bismarck; b;,' J. V/. lloadid!:!. \ <.<r i:\crii' prof, ol" LUiciont
hiot. Quoons col. Lond. 1001.
Charlema.'^ne
;
by ii. C. VJ. Davis. 1900.
Charles Xii; by K. 11. Bain. Asst librari..-n. British
Museum. lo9u.
Cicero; by J. L. S. Davidson. Fel. of Bailiol col. Oxford
univ. 1894.
Cid Carnpeador; by V. B. Clarke. Late demonstrator of
anatonv;, Oxford univ. 1897.
Columbus; by Washington Irving. Americai; essayist. 189G
Cromwell; by Cliarles Firth. Formerly lecturer on Erifjlish
hist. Oxford univ. 1900.
Edward I; by Edward Jenks. Reader in English lav; <S:
lecturer at Bailiol col. Oxford univ. :^1.35
1903.
Glynd:7r, Owen; by A. G. Bradley. ^1.35. 1901.
Grant, U.S., by 17, C. Church. Major & lieut.-gen. in U.S.
army. 1897.
Gustavus Adolphus; by C. R. L.. Fletcher. Late fel. of
All souls col. Oxford univ.. 1890.
Hannibal; by 0. I.':orris. County court jud.'re, Ireland.
1397.
Henry V; by C, A. Kingsford. ;U.35. 1902.
Henry of Havarre ; F. I". YJillert. 1S93.
•.
Henry the naviga.tor; by C.R. Beazlev. Fel. of Ilerton col
pxf. univ. 1895.
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Jeanne d'Arc.
;
by I'ra. 1'. 0. V.'. Oiiphant. Enfjiltiii author
^ JuliiJB Caesar; by W. W. Fowier. Sub rector of Lincoln coi.
Oxford unlv*^. 1892.
Julian; by Alice Gardener. Lecturer on ancient hist.
Kev/nliar. col. 1095.
Lee, Robert; b^' 11. A. '"hite. Prof, of hist. South Carolina
tiieolo^ical seninary. 1897.
Lincoln; by Noah Brooks. Amcr. ed. 1894.
>^ Lorenzo de I'edici; by Edward Armstrong. Fel. of Queen's col.
Oxford unlv. 1896.
Louis IX; by Frederick Perry. 1901.
^ Louis XIV; by Arthur Hassall. Tutor. Christs col.
Oxford Liniv. 1895.
Napoleon; by 0. Llorr-is. County court judge, Ireland
1893.
IJelscn; by '.V. C. Russell. Author. 1390.
O'Connell, Daniel; by Robert Dunlop. 1900.
^ Pericles; by Evelyn Abbott. Fel. of Balliol col. Oxford
univ.
,
1891.
Pitt, William; by W. D. Green. 1901.
Richelieu; by J. 3. Perkins. 1900.
Robert the Bruce; by Herbert I'axwell. 1897.
Saladin; by Stanley Lane-Poole. Prof, of Arabic. Trinity
col. Dublin. 1898.
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Sidne^', nir Philip; b" H. R, Fox P.c-ro. IGOl
.
TJieou^-.'ic
,
v\cz.l] by Thomas liocii^^Lxn. Lit-t.D. i^-'Ji.
Wyclif; b" Le:vl3 Serjeant, 1893.
PKRIODJ 0: EUROPEA'^ lilSTORY; ed . b-- Arthur U.ssalj . o v.
;IU.-10 to )1.73 per v. MaCMiiian, N.Y.
This series covers tiic v^hclc period of European history
fro.-: the f.;.ii of Rome to the close of the nineteenth century.
It is divided into chroncior;;ical periods, each of v;hich has been
assijjied to some historical student. The scries on tiie vrticle, is
accurate and represents the most recent information. Many of the
books are rather dull and uninterest infj, however. The series is
'7eii supplied iiith maps, pians, indexes, bi bllof-;;raphical and
explanatory notes. This is probabi-^ the bos^ set of b'^c.s
covering the history of modern and medieval Europe, that has yet
been publ slied; in fact it is the only series that covers th.e
v;hole period completely.
^ HAoSALL, ARTHUR. "Tutor of Christ church, Oxford univ.
Balance of pov/er, 1715-B9. 1806.
JO, II30N, A.^ H. Lecturer All souls col. Oxford univ.
Europe in the 16th century, 1494-l'39b. 1897.
LO"-GE, RICKARD. Prof, o? hist. Glascov; univ.
Close of the middle arjes, 1273-1494. 1901.
^ OMAr, CRARLE3. Lecturer at r.e\" col. Oxford univ.
Dark ages, 476^913. 1G93.

PllILLIPri, W. A. Formerly schoiin- of [it. John'i3 coi.
Oxford univ.
Modern Eu pope, 1815-99. 190i.
STEPHENS, K. V.. Prof, of hist. Ca,l. univ.
Revolutiona-;-'" Europe ITi^j-ieif) . 1893.
TOUT, T. F. Prof, of medieval iiiat. Owens coi. Manchester.
Empire ^ the pa,pacy, 91G-1272. 1893.
V:AKEMAjI, H. 0. Tutor of Keble cel. Oxford univ.
Ascendancy of France 1598-1715. 1894.
STORY OF THE "A'^IOFS. v. 1-66. t?i,50 per v. except v/here
indicated (^1.35. Putnam, II.Y.
The Story of the nations ^ilL eventually include a
hist or" of every nation of the world, that has attained an^'-
proinj-neiice . Tlie chief events in the history of eacl. country are
preben-,ed, as the title indicates, in story form. The series is
a very popular one and is aclapted for youny readers especially.
The bocks would be used frequently in High-school libraries.
The series is very fully illustr'ated . The following quotation
concerning the series is taken from Leypoldt and lies' Books for
girls, women and their clubs, page 54. "This series dwells
particularly upon the dramatic phases of historical events and
concerns itself but slightly v/ith the growth of institutions and
sociological phenomena, serious liiai tat ions these, resulting
often in painful lack of proportion."
ARCHER, ^\ A.
Crusades. 1895.

BAIMMC-GOIJLD, 3. r.Unlstcr, author.
Germany. i^.io.
BA. RY, VflLLIAr. Direc. cf Ht . BirlnviH, Dorchester, Oxon.
Papal monarchy (590-1303.) U.SG.
BENJAMIN, S. G. YJ . Formerly U.S. minister to Persia.
Pertaia. loG7.
BOURINOT, J. G. Clerk of Canadian house of comrrions.
Canada. 1S96.
BOYESEN, E. PI. Gebhard prof, of German, ColLimbia univ.
Norway.
. 1886.
BRADLEY, HENRY. Joint ed. of Oxford--En-lish dictionary.
Goths. 1888.
CHURCH, A. J. Formerly prof, of Latin, univ. col. Lond.
Carthage. 1386.
Early Britain. 1890.
DOUGLAS, R. K.- Prof, of Chinese. Kind's col. Lond.
China. 1899.
DUFFY, ISABELLA.
Tuscan republics. 1893.
EDWARDS, 0. v.. Lecturer on modern hist. Lincoln col.
Oxford.
Wales. ^!51.35. 1902.
FISKE, A. K.
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FRAZEl^, H. "\
British rule in India. icj97.
FRF.EMAI^ E. A. Hon. fei. of Trinity col. Oxford.
Sicily. 1892.
GILMAIT, A. Founder of Harvard annex. Life laerri. of Ancr,
hist, assoc.
Rome. i3c5.
Saracens. 1837.
HALE, E. F. Unitarian minister. & KALE, SUSAN.
Spain. lo86.
HALE, SUSAII.
Mexico. 1889.
HARRISOH, J. A. Prof, of Ent^jlisii & romance languages, Va.
univ.
Greece. 1885.
ITOSRTER, J. E. Formerly librarian Minneapolis pub. lib.
Jews. 1886.
HUG, Irs. ARl^OLD.
Svrit zerland . 1890
.
HUME, M. A. S. Ed. of Spanish state papers. Pub. rocord
office. Lond. Examiner in Spanish, at Oxford.
Modern Spain. 1900.
JEWETT, S. 0. Amer. Novelist.
Normans. 1837.

LANF-POOLE, :'TArLRY. Pro!, of Arabic, Trinity col. Dublin.
Barbar" corsairs. 1690.
Medieval India under I^ohanimedan rule.
Moors ill ;jpain. lJ86.
Turkey. 1888.
LA17LE:-33, EMILY. Author.
Ireland. 1888.
LEBON, ANDRE.
Modern France. 1898.
McCarthy, J. H. En^. novelist Ec historian.
People of England In the 19th centurv. 1899.
MACKIITTOSi' , JAMES. Prof, of civil law, Edin. univ.
Scotland. 1890.
YAKAFFY, J. P. Foraerl:/ prof, of ancient hist. Trinity/
cel. Dublin univ.
Alexander's empire. 1837.
MAS30N, GUSTAV. Asst. master & librarian, Farrow sch.
Mediaeval France. 188^3.
•MAURICE, C. E.
Bohemia. 1896.
MILLFR, T^.
Balkan states. 1396.
Mediaeval Rome. $1.35. 1902.
MORFILL, . K. Prof, of Russian 5: Slavonic langua?.-es,
Oxford univ.

Russia.
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1 :00.
MORRI'30'% ^\
Jews undei"" Rome. 1090.
IvIURRAY, DAVID. Fomerl.y advisor to Imperial rninistei' of
educ . Japan; Lecturer on hist, of educ . in Japan at
John Hopkins univ.
JaDan. 1894.
OKAII, C. "\ C. Deputy prof, of modern hist. Oxford u:;iv.
Byzantine empire. 1G92.
ORSI, PIETRO.
Modern Italy. 1900.
RAGOZIIT, Z. A. Mem. of hist. soc. of Texas univ., Royal
asiatic soc. Aiaer. oriental 30c. etc.
1^ Assyria. lSa7.
Chaldea. 1686.
Media, BaDylonia Sz Persia. , 18SS.
Vedic India. 1S95.
RA^'LINSON, GEORGE. Formerly Camden prof, of ancient hist
Oxford i-uiiv. & dean of C]anterbury.
Ancient E.jypt. lo.:7.
Parthia. 1893.
Pheonicia. 1889.
RI-IYS-DA"ID, T. TV. Prof, of Pali & liuddhist lit. Univ. col.
bond
.
Buddhist India. ^^1.35. 1903.
ROGERo, TLOROLD. Formerly prof, of pol. econ. Oxford univ.
Ec of econ.scl. oa statistics. King's col. Lond.
Holland. 1889.
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The Franks. 1098.
SMITH, I-I. A.
Thirteen ccionies. UOl.
STEPIIKi:S, II. M. Prof, or hist. Cai. univ.
Portup-ai. 1890.
STORY, A. T^. Ed.
Buildin{^ of the British empire. 1898,
TKEAL, G. M.
South Africa. 1894.
TREGARTHETI, GREVILLE.
Australa.sia. 1393.
VAlvIBFRY, A. Prof, of oriental languages, Pesth univ.
Hungary . 1886
.
WATTS, H. E. Journalist.
Christian recovery of S:^ain. 1894.
WHITMATT, SIDNEY.
Austria. 1899,
"^lEL, ALTliED.
Venice. 1894,
ZIM?^R, HELEN.
Hansa tov/ns. 1S89.

TV'ELX'E ET^GLISll STATED' 'F^' ; ed. by JoJm Morluy . 12 v.
75/ per V. Macmlllan, iI.Y.
This series consists of the livcis o.r twelve eminent
En.-;lis}i statesmen, those t'^^elve, who:': tin. editor re^^ar-ds as
havlni^ played a very important part in the histcr-^ of England.
The serit s ij uneven in merit; some of the books bein.j excellent,
v/hile others are co:nirionplace . Biocra:^hical worhs of tliis kind,
in which tlie historical feature is so pronounced, are very
useful as v;orl:s of reference for history classes, v/omen's clubs
and yomi2 students of history.
Chatham; b - John Money. English statesman & author.
Cronrvell; by Frederic harriscn. Prof, of j urispurdence
,
Inns of court. Vice-pres. Royal histor. soc. 1888.
Edward I; b" I. F. Tout. Prof, of medieval & moder-n hist.
Owens col, Manchester. 1893.
Elizabeth, Queen; by E. H. Beesley, Emeritus prof, of hist,
univ . col . , 1892
.
Henry II; by Mrs. J. R. Green. 1GG8,
.
Kenry "^^II; by oiames Gardiner. Asst keeper of pub. records
Encland. 1389.
Peel; by J. R. Thursfield. Formerl:^ tutor, dean Ea librarian
of Jesus col. Oxford univ. 1891.
Pitt; by Lord Rosebery. Formerly prime minister of
Enpiland. 1891.
TTalpole; by John Morley. Enylish state sm.an & author. 1889.
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yC Wliilu:r. '.au; ccnquero]-; by K. A. i-'rufu^a; ; . Ue£;iuo modern
hist. Oxford Linlv. 18B8.
V'iliia;.. Ill; b; H. D. Traill. I-.C.L., D.C.L. 1888.
V/olsey, Cardinal; by T.landell Crel,';;lit on . Formerly prof, of
eccles. hist. CambridJ^e univ. 1888,
LITERATURE
AlvO^RICAN MEi: OF LET^'^ERS; ed . by C. D. VJarner. v. 1-17.
$1.25 pei> V. except v;here indicatea $1.10.
Houghton, Bost.
American men of letters is a standard series conpcsed
of Diographies of the dist iri^^ulshed literary nen of Anerica.
The series is comparatively recent and represents the views of
scholarly and appreciative literary critics, many of the authors
occupying leading American universities. Each book recounts the
most important events in the life of the biographee and criticizes
his literar'^ productions collectively and individually. The
series v/ill be founa very helpful for collateral rea,ding in con-
nection v;ith the study of American literature. The editor, I"r.
Warner, is ,i literary man and was formerly on the editorial st:.:ff
of Harper's magazine.
Bryant, C.
,
by John Bigelow. Joint ed . of IT.Y. evening
post. Formerly U.S. minister to France. 1B95.
Cooper, J. F., b'y T. R. Lounsbury. Prof, of English, &
librarian, Sheffield sci. sch. Yale univ. 1883.

Curtis,
,
by Edv;ard Gary. Edltoriui writor, Y.
times. in04.
Emerson, R. W. , \yr 0. Hoinos. Jud,";e, supreme court.
Franklin, Benjarjln; by J. B. Mc T'laster. Prof, of Arner.
hist. Penn. univ. 1887.
Hawthorne, Nathaniel; by. G. E. Woodberry. Prof, of compara-
tive lit. Columbia, univ. §1.10. 1902.
Irvine, Vfashincton; by C. D. ^'^arner. Literary man. 18B2.
Lonf^f ellov/, K. •7., by T. 17. Higr^inson. Amr.-.-'. author.
^U.IO. 1903.
Ossoli, llarf^aret Fuller; b;;;- T. W. PIigf;;inscn . Amer. author.
13S4.
Poe, E. A., by G. E. Woodberry. Prof, of comparative lit.
Columbia univ. 1885.
Ripley, George; by 0. B. Frothingham. Unitarian minister
author. 1883.
Simms, G., by W. E. Trent. Prof, of English lit.
Co lu:'nbia univ . 1802
.
Taylor, Bayard; by A. H. Smyth.- Prof, of English lit. 2b
langu:;.ge, Central high school, Phil. 1895.
Thoreau, H. D., by i' . B. Sanborn . Lecturer at Smith, S:
Weliesley col. Sa at Ccrnell univ. 1883.
Webster, Noah; by II. E. Scudder. Formerly ed. of Atlantic
monthly. 1832.
j
Whittier, J. G., by G. R. Carpenter. Prof, of rhetoric,
i
Colurubia univ. ::?1.10. 1903.
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^Viiiis, :^ p., hy ].. A. Beers. Prof, of Enf.^liah lit. Yale
univ. 1885.
CONTEMPORARY MEII OF LET^r^ER3 SERIES; ed . by VJ . A. Bradley.
v.1-2. 75/ per V. Mac lure, II. Y,
Altliou,-h but two volumctj oJ' this series have been
publislied and these but recently, yet the sympathetic and
intelli ent treatment £^ivon in these introdactory volumes, lead
one to expect t^.at tlie serie3 ?ili be valuable. The purpose of
the series is to furnish brief, but comprehensive sketches,
biographical and critical, of conteiinorary American and Europ-
ean authors. Each booh nif'/ht be termed an appreciation rather
than a bio.';;raphy . The sketches v;ill be much more brief tuan the
biof^raphies in the English or American men of letter series. A
bibliography supplements both of the volurr^es, nov; pub'_ished.
The bocks of this series yrxLl serve as excellent supplementar-"
reading for students of English literature. The editor, llr.
Bradley, is the art director for the firm McClure, Phillips
and company.
Earte, Bret; by Boynton, II. Vf. Formerly Head of Eng. dep't.
Phillips acad. Andover, I.'ass. 1903.
Pater, "'Walter; by Ferris Grecnlet. Assoc. ed. of Atlantic
monthly. 1903.
ENGLISH MEN OF LETTERS; ed. by John Morley. v. 1-50.
75/ per V. Harper. Macmillan. N.Y.
An old and reliable series, ^'/crthy of being introduced

into any library, a complete sot. VHicn completed it v/ili
covi-!r quite fully the entir-e field of En[;li3li literature froin
the be^^inninj up to the present :.i;ne. Tiie au',hor;.j have been
chosen with [greatest care a^ to their abllit;,' to treat succcos-
fully the si.ibjecto a33i;;;ned them, and the result has been one of
the most reliable and appreciative set of bio rapliics that has
evei' been published. The books do not ;;^ive exliaustive treatment,
of course, Imt are r;..ite comprehensive.
The series cannot be regarded quite as valuable nc? as
it ^.'•as ten ;7cars ago, as he earlier volum.es viere writi,en so
lonr^ a-yo, tiiat the"; can hardly be said to repnosen^ the most
recent criticism. The series was orii3inally published in Eng-
land and re-published in America by Harper. The series is now
bein;^ continued by Macmillan.
Addison; b;- J. Courthope. Formerl" prof, of lit.
Oxford LUiiv. 1834.
^ Bacon; by R. Church. Dean of St. Pauls. 1884.
Bentley; by h. C. Jebb. Prof, of Greek, Cambridge univ.
138)3.
• Bunyan; by 'J. A. Fronde. Hon. prof, of ancient hist.
Royal acad. 1880.
Burke; b-^ John Ilorley. English statesman 5a author.
1879.
Burns; by J. C. Ghairp. Prof, of poetry, Oxfory univ. 1879.
^ Byron; by John 'yichol. Prof, of English lit. i language,
Glasgow univ. 1380,

Cariyle; by John Nichoi. Gee Byron. io92.
Chancer; by A. 'V. Ward. Master of PetorM-houso col.
Cajiibrld^;;o univ. ioGO,
Coleridge; by li. D. Traiii. Forr.ieri ed. of Literature
1884.
Cowper; by ".oldwin Smith. Formcrl-' Regius prof, of modern
hist. Oxford univ. IIo'^ prof, of English 8z const i.
hist. Cornell univ. 1880.
Defoe; by Williai.i Minto , Prof, of lo/^ic 2c lit. Aberdeen
univ. 1879.
De Quincey; by D. Masson. Formerl.;' prof, of rhetoric (3:
Enclish lit. Edin. univ. ITow historiographer royal
for Scotland. 1888.
lickens; by A. '^ard . Plaster of Peter^house col. Canbridge
univ. 1882.
Dryden; by G. Saintsbury. Prof, of rhetoric & En,;;lish lit.
Edin. ^oiniv. 1831.
Fielding; by Austin Dobscn. Author So critic. 1883.
Gibbon; by J. C. Morrison. 1879.
«
Goldsmith; by Willia:": Black. novelist Sz ed. 1879.
Gray; b;'' E. Gosse; Formerlj^ Clark lecturer in English
lit. Trinit:^ col. Cambridge univ. 1862.
Havrthcrne; by H. James, jr. Ainer. novelist. 1879.
Hume; by T. II. Kuxley . English, scientist. 1879.,
Johnson; by L. Stephen. Formerly Clark lecturer on English
lit. Trinity col. Camb. univ. J.,int ed. Bicticnar3^ of
national bioyranhy . 1379.
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Keats; by S^'dne:' Coivin. Keeper of prints 8: drawings.
British inuseun. ir.r,7.
Lair.b; by Alfred Ain/_^er. Hon. fei. of Trinit;; hail. Cam-
bridce imiv. i8G2.
Landor; hy Sydne Coivin. See Keats. IBoi.
Locke; by Thomas Fov/ler, Pres. Corpus Christi cel. Oxford
univ. 1830.
Macaulay; by J. C. Morrison. 1883.
Milton; b;- Mark Pattiscn. Mector, fe'l. & tu'cr of Lincoj.n
cel. Oxford univ. ISCO.
Pope; by Leslie Stephen. See Johnson. 1830.
Scott; hy R. I.. Hutton. Forraerly joint ed. of !Tatici:al
reviev/ & asot. ed. of Economist. 1879.
Shelley; b;^ J. A. Symonds . 1879.
Sheridan; by I.Irs. Oiiphant. English novelist. 133-3.
Sidney; by J. A..Syrnonds, 18o7.
Southey; by E. Do'/rden. Prof, of Enr^lisii lit. Duljlin univ.
1880
.
Spenser; by R. Church. Dean of St. Pauls. 1379.
Sterne; by II. D. Traill. Formerly ed. of literature. 1882.
Swift; by Leslie Stephen. See Pope. 1832.
Thackeray; by A. Troliope. En,^-lish essayist. 1831.

Macmliian aeries.
Arnold, Matthew; by Ilerber-t Paul. 190;:.
Auatin, Jane; hy II. C. Beochinr. Prof, of pastoral Sz
l"tMrolcal tlieoloj^y, Kinr-a col bond. 1903.
Brovnii^:,', Robert; by G. K. Chesterton. Journalist. 1903.
Burney, Fanny; b- Austin Dobson. Author & critic. 1903.
Crabbe; by Alfred Ainj-er. Hon. fel. of Trinity hall, Camb.
univ. 1903.
Eliot, Jeor.r^e; b - Leslie Stephen. See Johnson. 1903.
Hazlitt, Williarr.; by Augustine Bir-reil. Formerly prof, of
la^, univ. col. Lond. English essayist. 1902.
Richardson, Saiiiuel; by Austin Dobson.. Englisli author 8z
critic. 1903.
^ Ruskln, John; by Frederic harrison. Prof, of jurisprudence,
Inns of court. Author. 1902.
Tennyson, Sir Alfred; by Alfred Lyail. 1902,
^ VThittler; by T. v\ Kigyinson. Aner. Author. 1903.
FAIslOUS SCOTS. v.1-40. 75/ per v. Scribner. IT.Y.
Famous Scots is a series of popular biographies of the
v/rlters of Scotland. The same criticism seems to aypl ' to m.ost
of the volume;:, c^'' t!ie series, that the^^ are reada;)le, entertain-
ing, but hastily v/ritten, superficial and some'.vhat inaccurate,
fa.ults due largely to the limitations of yhe series. Most of
the bocks are studies rather than biographies. The series should

bo rogarded an merely an Introduction to the Qreat Hcottloh
writers, planned for youn(^ students and the general reader. The
Outlook says that these biocraphle are f^ood example; l; gI con-
ii
densation and brevity without loss of interest, S'^. p^ge -^9,1
Balladistsj by John Geddie. 1896.
Blackwood group; by Geor^'^e Douglas. Author. 1897.
Bos^Tell, Janes; by ^7. K. Leask. 1397.
Bruce, Robert; by A, F. Murison. Prof. 01 jurisprudence
univ. cel. Lond. 1G99.
Buchana^, George ; b?-- Robert Wallace. Prof, of a;-ri . univ,
of Ed in. 1900.
Burns; by Gabriel Setoun.(T. N. Hepburn^ asiot. teacher,
Bristo board sch. Edin. 1896.
Cairns, Principal; J. Cairns. Regius prof, of eccles
his t . St . Andrews . univ . 1903
.
Cameron, R.
,
by J. Herkless. Prof, of church hist. St.
Andrews univ. 1896.
Campbell, Th.
,
by J. C. Madden. Litterateur. 1899.
Ca-rlyle; by 11. C. Macphorscn ed. Edin. evening nevis . 1896
Ch aimers,' Th.
,
by VT. G. Blaikie. 1897.
Drumcnd, T..^ by J. Y. Simpson. Lecturer on ITaticnal sc;
Glasgow trLiininr; col. 1901.
Dunbar, V/.
,
b;.'' 0. Smeaton. Editor. 1898.
Erskines, The; by A. R. Ilac Ewen. Prof, of church hist
New col. Edin. 1900.
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Scott; by George Galntabury. Prof, of i^hetoric & en^. lit.
unlv. of Kdin. 1897.
Simpson, J. by 1-:. . Simpson. Autlior. iB9G.
Smith, Adam; h^' F. C. Macpherson. Ed. 1800.
Smollett; 0. Sraeaton. Ed. 1897.
Stevenson, R. L., 3y M. l^. Black.
Thomson, Janes; b-^ William Bayne . 1898.
Wallace, V^illiam; by A. F, Murison. Prof, of jurisprudence
univ. col. Lend. 1898.
Wilkie, Sir Da^^id; by E. Pinnington. 1900.
LITEKATURES OF '^IT. "^ORLD SF.RIES; ed. by Edm.und Gosse
;
v.1-14. ^^1.50 per v. Appleton, IT.Y.
Wlien completed, this series ^ill include a histor" of
every country of the -'orld tha,t has devclopei' a literature of
its 07m to an.y marked ' extent . Each volume v/iil treat of the
development of the literature under considerc;,ticn, its character,
its influence and. its value compared I'Tith the literatures of
other countr'ies. The authors have been chosen with reference to
their fitness to deal v:ith the subject assigned them and the
booiis, that have so far appeared, prove th.,.t the editor has
made no m.istake in his relecticn. Almost every vol'ume shows
careful, scliolarxv and synpathet ic treatm.ent. In most cases no
better brief Ent^lish v/crk on thio subject has been published.
Bibliorrraphicai otes are included i ; m.ost of the bocks, An-^ of
these books will be valuable in a private college, or public
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library. Mr. Gosse vms formerly lecturer on En£];li3h literature
at Trinity coilefje Carnbridi^e university.
AHTOII, V.^ G. Kornerlv actin.; secretaxy at British leration
Tokio^; con3ul-n;enercil tc Ccrea.
Ulster:^ of Japanese litera^.ure . 13 39.
PRANDES, GEOKG. . Danish ^^'^iter.
Scandinavian literature. 190.3.
^ DOrDEI-I, ED'^'^AilD. Prof, of English lit. Dublin univ.
history of French literature. 1697.
^ GARNETT, RICHARD. Fo-merly keeper of printed bocks,
British museiiin.
History of Italian, literature. 1898.
GILES, H. A. Prof, of Chinese-. Cambridj^e univ.
Histor;- of Chinese liter-ature. 1900.
1^ G03SE, EDIIUMD. Formerly lecturer in En,- . lit. Trinity col.
Carnbridge univ.
History of modern En;;;lisii llteratiire. 1S98.
HUAR^, CLEIT^ITT.
Arabic literature. 1903.
KFLLY, J. !^ !'em. of Spanish acad.
History of Spanisli literature. 1901.
LUTZOW, C. F.R.S.L, F.R.G.S. Mem. of Austrian parlia-
ment .
History of ".ohemian literature. 1899.

MACDOIIELL, A. A. Boden prof, of Ganskrit, Oxford univ.
History of Sanskrit literature. 1900.
MURRAY, GILBERT. Prof, of Greek, Glaagov; univ.
History of ancient Greek litei-ature. 1807.
^ TREIIT, P. Pro", of Kn[iiish literLcture, Columbia univ.
History of American literature. 1-J06,
WALISZEWSKI, K.
History of Rvissian literature. 1900.
PEJilODS OF EJROPFAI' LI'^EPiA'^URE; ed . b:/ George Saintsbury.
v.1-6. '^i.SO per v. Scribner, IT.Y.
As the title indicates, this series is intended to
cover the entire literature of Europe fron the dark ages to the
present tine. T"'elve volumes have been planned, each assi.r-ned
to a man cf excellent authority' in his respective field. The
series has been severely criticized b.y revie'vers, thour^ii its
faulto have Justlj^- been laid to the limitations of the series.
The literature of Europe has been divideci. into arbitrary divisions,
makini;-; each subject difficult to deal with. IIo v/ritei-, however
great Siv- authority he may be in his ovrr line, can be familiar
v/ith tlie literature of all Europe of one age. "^he result is
that certain phases of the subject a.i'e thoroughly treatea, while
other parts are seriously neglected; in shcrt the books are un-
evenly balanced. There is one very valuable feature alpout the
series, however, in that it affords an opportunity for a compara-
tive study of the literature of different countries. Some

iStudonts consider tlia'. '-i.c iiteiv.'. a--.. l_ one c -.uli-./ nay best be
imderstood, wlien takon into account v^lth the contemporary lit-
erature of others. Takin^^ all thlnf^s into consideration, one
may conclude ti...L certain portions of each bock are valuable to
the student and that the scries as a v/hole is valuable Tor com-
parative study, for reference purposes and for the f^eneral reader,
who desires a ha^ty survey of tiic v/liole field of European
literature
.
ELTOi:, OLIVER. Prof, of English lit. Univ. col. Liverpool.
The Augustan ages. 1899.
^ KANITAY, DAVID. Journalist.
Later renaissance. 1898.
^ MILLAR, J. K. Lecturer on international private law,
Edinburgh Linlv.
Mid-eighteenth century. 1902.
OMOND, T. 3. Late fellow of St. John's col. Oxford univ.
Romantic triLimph. 1900,
SAITTSBURY, GEORGE. Prof, of rhetoric 5o English litera-
ture, Edinburgh univ.
Earlier renaissance. 1901.
Flourishing of romance & the rise of allegory. 1897.
ShELL, T^. J. Asst. sub-librai'ian, Lend., sch. of econ. iS: pol.
sci. Inner temple.
Fourteenth cent^jry. 1S99.
LITERATURE, see alsc
INTERKATIO'TAL SCIEHTIFIC SERIES, LITERATURE.
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MUSIC
MUSIC LOVElxS Sl'RIS. v.i-io. :i.oO oo Co. 50 per v.
Pa{7;e, Eost.
In contrast to the Music ston-' series, vrlrAcY. ia pre-
oiainentl^' for the general reader, t-iiio sci-ioa v/as designed for
the musical student or music lover, as the title suggests. All
the books that have been published up to this time have been by
v;ell knovm nusical critics and the critical reviev/s oi' ti.e
books liave been most favorable. The series is attractive in
make-un and well illustrated.
EL30;', ARTHUR. Musical critic & formerly teacher of
drawing, Mass. inst. of technology.
Critical history of ope a. 1901,
Orchestral instruments 8z their use. 1903.
Women's v;ork in music, 1903.
EL30N', LOUIS, Formerly prof, of music, Eost. univ. IIcv;
lecturer in Eost. conservatory of music.
Great composers & their v;crk, 1901,
Rational music of America. 1900.
Shakespeare in music. 1901.
HUGRE3, RUPERT. Author of musical v.^orks . Formerly asst,
ed. of Current literature.
Contemporary American composers. 1900,
Love affairs cf great m.usicians. 1903.
LAHEE, rl. C. Ivlusical author. Founder of musical agency,
Bost
.
Famous pianists of today 8a yesterday. 1900.

Famous sinfjers of today C^ ye8''>erdti,7 . IL'J'o,
Fanouj vioiinlat;; toe; ;/esterda:/ . i:
Grand onofa in Ali^.'^c... IQOi.
The orr;;an its masters. i'JOo.
MUSIC .-^TORY SERIE3; ed. by F. J. C^o^Yest. v.i-...
^i.;o5 per v. Scribner, IT.Y.
The luusic story series has an interesting and rather an
unusual ran -e o.' subjects. Beside the volumes nov; out, boclis on
''he fciio"/in subjects are in preparation; liarm.ony, orr^an, orchesH
ira, chamber music, bible music and church music. I'r . Crowest
is a '::ell knov/n musical critic, and most oi' those ch_osen to aid
hiu in this '.vork, are persons who have made man" contributions to
musical litera'-Are before. The tv/o volumes already published are
so "'ell "^ritten and so full of interestin-^ inform^at ii, n that the
series is re:]:arded as a promisinf: one. At a meotin/j; of the Penn-
sylvaniu library club recently, !^r. James V'arrington mienticned
so.ne books on music for non-musical people. lie said of this col-
lection "The I.lusic stor" series just bein;;; edited ... are admir-
able bocks, not onlv for the s'^-udent but for the {general reader.
The one on Oratorio especially is very readable." Lib. jr. vol.9 i
0.129.
PATTERSOIT, A. "\ Composer of m.usic & author,
otcry of orator-io. 1903.
YJILLIAI.rS, C. F. A.
Story of notation. 1903.
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MUSIC, see also
i;:teri:atio:'al l3CIe:!TIFIc 3ERIK.-). r^uinic
.
IIATUKE STUDY
LIBRARY OF rATlJJvE. iO v. '^5.00 to :'!'.4.00 per v. :;^35.00
a set. Doubieday, IT.Y.
The Library of nature supplies information on almost
every SL:bJect that is of interest to the nature study enthusiast
of tod.4'' . Birds, fishes, flowers, animals and insects are thor-
ou^hl^; treated in a stylo adapted to ti o needs of the general
reader and the youn^' student. The set should be in every high-
school library. The volumes are large, attractively bound and
amply - illustrated . The series contains three hundred colored
plates and about tv7o thousand other- illustrations. The entire
collection has been heartily reconimended by scientific students
all over' the country. So reliable a critic as I.Ir. John Burroughs,
says in introducing the series, "Wliile accurate and scientific,
I have found them very readable. The treatment is popular
v/ithcut being sensational."
BLANCKA'', IJELTJE (Neltje De Graff Doubleday). V.^iter on
nature books.
Bird nei,-;hbors. 1897.
Game birds. lo98.
V^ild f louvers. 1900.
DUGr'ORE, A. R. I'lember Amor, ornithologist's union.
Bird hones. .1899.
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HOLLAND, F. I!. Director of Carnc|.';lc institution, Pit ^ah .r/:h
.
B\jtt >i-:'ilea . 1898.
''ot,!i3. 1903.
Chief of div. of entornolocy, U.S. d^'o't of
1902.
JORDAi:, D. S. (Pres. of Stanford univ. ) £c EVERMANT^ B. W.
Chief of division of fisheries, Cornell unlv.
Fishes. 1902.
MARSHALL, IT. L. Author.
Mushrooms . 1901
.
STOKE, WITMEK, (Naturalist & asst. curator, Muse;^^ of
Natural scl. Phil.) & CRAM, v:. E. Author.
Aniinals. 1902.
PHILOSOPHT
GER!^A" PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS; ed. b- Georce S. Torrls.
8 V. ^1.25 to ')1.50 per v. Grig's, Chic.
Each volume of this series is a critic;. 1 exposition of
some great "^rcrk In the field of German philosophy. The volumes,
considered together, furnisii, in a way, a history of the most
Important German philosophical systems. The authors, wlio v;ere
chosen for a part in this vrark, have all been prominent scholars
and teachers of philosophy, and their contributions to the sub-
ject are regarded as exceedingly valuable. The series ":ill be
desired in any library, where there is much of a demand for phil-
osophical literature.
HOWARD, L. 0.
agrlc
.
Insects
.
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DE^TEY, JOhN. Prof, of philosophy, Chlcaso unlv.
Leibnitz's Now essays conce:minn the human understand-
ing. 18G8.
E"ERRT'% 0. C. Fornieri;' ^)ror . of i. : .uu lO;-y , Harvard univ.
Fichte's Science of knov/iedr^e . iu64.
HARRIS, W. T. U.S. coiruTiis jioner of educ.
Kernel's lo^ic; a critical exposition. 1G90.
KEDNEY, J. S. Prof, of divinity, Seab -ry divinity sch.
F..ribault, Minn.
Hegel's Aesthetics; a critical exposition. 1B35.
MORRIS, G. 3. Formerly prof, of philcs. Mich. univ.
Hegel's philosophy of the state of history. 16,7.
Kant's Critique of pure reaacn; a critical exposition.
1882.
PORTER, LTOAH. Formerly pres. of Yale.
Kant's Ethics; a critical expositLon. 18B6.
WATSON, JOHN. Prof, of -^hilos. Queen's univ, Canada.
Schelling's transcendental idealisin. irS2.
See also CONTEIIPORAR^' SCIENCE SERIES. PKILCSOt^HY .
RELIGION
AMERICAN RELIGIOUS LEA^'ERS. v. 1-7. §1.25 per v.
Houghton, Best.
A series of biographic: .1 sketches of those meia, vrho
have had great influence upon reliy^ious thought and life in tlie
United 3tc.t33. The books will indicate the progreijs and process
I
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o;f religious philosophy in America, the various types of phlioso-
ph ' , which have sliuped or liave been shaped by various churchei?,
and the reLatlcyi of these to the line and thou;_, '::\e nation.
Edvmrds, Jonathan; by A. V. G. Allen. Prof, of church hist.
Episcopal theolO(';ical sch. CanljridG©' 18G9,
Finney, c. r;., by G. F. Wri(',-ht. Prof, of harmony of
reli;;;ion oc sci. Oberlin theological seminary. 1891.
Fish-, VJiibur; b:^ Geor^^e Prentice. 1890.
Hopkins, I'ark; by Franklin Carter. :"ormerly pres. of
'^Villians col. 1892.
Muhlenberg, W, A,, by W. YJ, ]Tev/ton. Formei-'iy clergyman
St. Paul's ch..rch, Bost. 1890.
Smith, II. E., bv L. T. Stearns. 1892.
Way land, Francis; by r". 0. Murray. Form.erly dean of
Princeton univ. 1891.
See also C O'^^FFPORART Sv^T^'"^^ 3ERJES. RELIGIOF.
SCIENCE
AKTFROPOLOGICAL SEl^IEo; ed. by Frederick Starr. v. 1-5.
Qi,75 per v. Appleton, 11. Y.
Fr. Starr, tiie editor of the sei'-ies 13 professor of
«
anthropology at the university of Chica:,c and has dor.e much
^vcrk in ethncyranh'" and physical anthr'wpolofy; in Fexicc and is
well known as an author of anthropological works. Anything
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under his supervision should be wortli,; oi respect. Lo I'urniahes
an introduction to each volume of the series, teliin,; of the
author, liis v/ork, ar.c' ' ; abilit tc; deal t' ^.Ke sub.iect
undertak n. ProT. Starr- introduces the sei-ies in the rollowln^
v;ay . "This vjcvk has been undertake;! in hope that ths anthrc;-
polo'-icai scitmce of -^an --a" be better kncv/n to i: itellic;;ent
readers ^ho arc not specialists, thou^-^h scientific accuracy v;iii
never be sacrificeo r,o popularity." The volumes 1ii at have so
far appeared have been b;- men o ' authority in the anthronolof.;;-
ical field. Tlie series is especially valuable because it covers
subjects thiat have not been presented before in a for;i suitable
for the general reader. The books are fully illustrated.
G03SE, ERITEST.
Beginr.in:;;s of art.
HOFFMA:', J. Enployed in bur. of Amer. et]-.nclo,sy
,
Smithsor.ia" institution.
Be g inn i n; s of 'jrr i 1 1 nf, . 1 c29 5
.
HASny, 0. T. Curator of etimolor^y, Smithsonian institution.
?.^oinan's share in primitive culture. 1894.
QUATREFAGES, A. de . Prof, of anthropology, seun of
natural hist. Paris.
Py -'"nii e s 5 tran s , by Fred. Starr. 18 9 5
.
See also COFTEI'PORARY SCIENCE SERIES, AirTi.ROPOLOGY,
PSYCFIGAL. INTERFATIOYAL SCIEMTIFIC SERIES. ANTHROPOL-
OGY, PSYCHICAL.

CEIITUKY SCIENCE SEl^FS; ed. by H. K. Roacoc. iO v.
per V. ?/^acrnliian, N.Y.
Faoli p^rout field of natural science la repr'osented In
this series bj the man who did the most for the advancement of
tills science diirlng the nineteenth century. These books are not
Intended to be exhausti\- biocraphlcis , but are supposed to fjlve
in a simple, concise wanner the most Scilient facts in the life
of the bio^raphee, to^^ether vrith ar. account of his life v/crk.
Most of tlie books are -rittcn in a pleas in;™ style and 3hov/ care-
ful and appreciative treatment. The series furniiihes an excell-
ent Intr'Oducticn to the field of science and should be called to
the attention of 'an;'- readers, at all inter(;sted in scientific
sub j ec 1 3
.
Dalton, John cc the rise of modern chemistry; by H. E. Roscoe
Emeritus prof. O^^ens col. Victoria univ. 1695.
Darwin, Charles 8= the theory of natural selection; by
E. B. Pcultcn. Hope prof, of zoolo^-^y, Oxford univ.
1896.
Faraday, Michael; his llf e work; by Thompson, S. ?. Prof,
of physics in the City Ss fvidids technical col. r" insburg
England. 1399.
Herschels, the, co moderzi astronom:''; by A. M. Cierke. Astrcn
omical student writer. 1895.
Lieblr, Justus von; his life ob vrork; by T7. A. Shenstcne.
Senior sci. master in Cliftcn col. Bristol. 1895.
Lyell, Charles, & modern 2eol053y; by T. G. Bonney, Emeritus
prof, of ^eolo :y, univ. col. Lend. 1895.
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l\!axv;eii, J. C. 8a modern phyaics; by T. R. fUa::elirook. Direc
of T'atlcniii phyaical laboratory, Kn,";land. iC.95,
1^ Pasteur: his life S<i work; FranklLUid, P. V, Prof, of
che;alstr", Blrinln^^hiin \anlv, 1898.
Rennell, Major & the rise of Eni';^li3ti geogri-iphy; by C. ]\.
Markharn; Fornerly pres. of (Geographical :ioc. 8z Iritei'-
nationai geonra;ihical club. 1695.
CONTErPORARY 3CIE::CE SERIES; ed. by Ilavelock Ellis. 43 v.
Ol . - 5 pe r V . Sc r i bno r . II . Y
.
The Contemporary science series is much more recent
than the International science series, but even -e^- many early
vclujnes of this have been entirely' superceded by vjorks, ^7hich
represent the latest scion'.ific thought. The series is exceedinr:
ly broad in scope, includinr; almost every importcint subject that
can in any sense be termed a science. There are fev/er volumes
in this series devoted to the natural sciences than in the Inter-
national scientific series. The series lias 8.n excellent reputa-
tion, its authors have, been •Tell . nov-ni scientific scholars and
have furnished popular , tiiOugh scientifically accurate 'guides for
tiie use of the general reader, and ,y-OU.ng students of science. A
small library WQuld only desire the more recent volumes, and such
other books as still represent the latest exposition of the
subject.
Books are arranged under the follov;ing heads :--
ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHICAL
ARCHAEOLOGY
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EDUCATION
EIIGINF.VRIIIG
ETIJIOLOGY
EVOLUTION
FOLK-LORE
GEOLOGY
IvlANllERS & CUSTOMS
MEDICINE
PHILOSOPHY
POLITICAL ECONOMY
PSYCHOLOGY
• KELIGION
SOCIOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
ANTHROPOLOGY, PSYCHICAL
ELLIS, HA^ELOCK. Fei. of the Medico-lesal soc. F.Y., Anth-
ropolor^icai soc. Berlin, & hon. fei. Chic. acad. of
medicine
,
Man ob woman. 1894. .
MANTEGAZZiV, P. Prof, of anthropology, Hochschule, Florence.
Phj^siognoiTi;;,'' cc expression. 1890.
MERCIER, CHARLES. Prof, of psychoiOo;;, Lend . sch. of ncd-
icine for vfomem.
Sanity 8a Insanity. 1S90.
MOLL, ALBEJ^T.
Hy pno t i s:r: . 1S90
.

PAiaSH, EDMUND.
haiiuclnations 80 illusions. luU7.
PODI.'!ORE, FRA"]'. Men. of soc . for psj/chical r(3Gearch.
Apparitioiuj c^o thoLK;,iio vran jferencc . lo94.
AITTPiHO?OLOlJY, PSYCHICAL, see also
ANTin^OPOLOGICAL SERIES.
ARCHAEOLOGY
HADDOIT, A. C. Prof, of etlmolo^^y , Christs col. Camb. univ.
Evolution of art. lv:;95.
IIASON, . 0. T. Curator, dep't. of ethnolc["v, U.S. national
museum.
Ori{2;ins of invention. 1B95.
ARCHAEOLOGY, see also
KAilDBOOKS 0.' ARCHAEOLOGY So AIITIQJITIES.
EDUCATION .
CHAMBERLAIN, 'A. F. Asst. prof, of anthropolo-;y . Clark
univ. Worcester, Mass.
The child. 1900.
GUYAU, J. r. French philosopher.
Educci'.ion & heredity. 1391.
YJOODV-^ARD, C. M. Prof, of mathematics, V7ashincton univ.
St. Louis. Fomerl:/ Direc. of Manual trainin/-.; sch.
St. Louis.

Manual traininj'. 1090.
EDUC \TI01T, GiV) also
series on EDUCATIOII.
ENGINEERING
TUNZEUiAN, G. V7. de
Electricit:.' in modern life. 1R90.
ETHNOLOGY
DENIKER, J. Chief librarian, Museum of natural hist,. Paris.
Races of man . 1901.
SERGI G. Prof, of anthropolof^:' , Univ. of Rome.
Mediterranean race. 1901.
TAYLOR, Dr. ISAAC.
Origin of the Aryans. IS 90.
.
.
. EVOLUTION
GEDDES, PATRICE. (Prof, of botan" univ. col. Dundee) &
THOMSON, J. A. Prof, of natural hist. Aberdeen univ.
Evolution of sex. 1890.
SUTTON, J. B. Asst. sur;''eon, Middlesex hospital, Lond.
Evolution o: disease. 1895.
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TALl.'OT, E. Prof. Woman's medical sell. Lend.
De; -.enerao^'- . inon.
VJEinr'A"'", AUGUri". ^-or. of zoolo,:;-, ]>eiburc iiniv. Breir^^^au.
FOLK-LORE
KARTLAND, E. S.
Science of fairi'^ tales. 1890.
GEOLOGY
HULL, EDV'ARD. Forrxieri'" prof, of geolog-^, RoyLil col. of
3 c i . Lo nd
.
Volcanoes; pa,st Sz present. 1S92.
WALDO, FRAI'Iv. Formerl;; Jr. prof. V).:i. bfj^nal sei-vlce.
Modern metecrolo;;;/ . 1893,
ZITTEL, K. A. von. Prof, of palaeontology & geologjr,
Munch en univ.
Fii story of geolor";,' Sz palaeontology to the end of the
nineteenth century. 1901.
MAITMERS & CUS'^0I.',3.
LETOURITEAU, C. Prof, of anthropology, Gch. of anthropology,
Paris.
Evolution of narria::e & of r.he faraiiy. ISGl.
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RECL'JS, KLIF. •Yench author.
Prr ' ; '.ive folk. iHOi.
MED I CI HE
D0::ALDS0]I, ll. K. Prof, of neuroior^::, chic. -oniv.
The {jrov/th of the brain. i39G.
MANACEIM, MARIE cie .
Sleep; its ph:/3ioio. :;
• ,
patliclor;:/, hygiene 8z psychclor^^y
.
1897
.
SYKES, J. J. J. Lecturer on hygiene, Guys hospital medical
sch. Lond.
Public health nroblcis. 1892.
'GODHEAD, Dr. SIMS. Prof, of pathology. Cambridge univ,
Bacteria & their products . 1G91.
PHILOSOPHY
PEARS OH, KARL.
Grarmrar of science . lo9i
PHILOSOPHY, see also
GEi^MAH PHILOSOPHICAL CLASSICS.
POLITICAL ECOHOMY
HOBSOH, J. A. Fornerly lecturer in En;vlish lit. & econ
Oxford ujiiv.

Evclution o£ modern capltailsi.".. ii.94.
LFTOURNEAU, G. Prof, of antlironoiogy , Sch. of anthronoiocy
,
Pai'is.
Propert:' ; its orl'^ln co deveionment
.
POLITICAL ECONOLIY, see also
series on ECOIJOMIC:!
.
PSYCHOLOGY
LOMBROSO, CE3ARE. Prof, of psychoiocY, Turin Univ.
Man of genius. 1391.
r.IORGAK, C. L. Prof, of pedagogy, Univ. col. Bristol.
An introduction to comparative psychology'-. 1894.
RIBOT, TIIEODOPvE. Hon. prof. col. de France, Paris.
Psychology of the or.ctions. 1898.
SCRIPTURE, E. Asst. prof, of ps-cholcgy, Leipzig imiv.
The nevj psychology/.
RELIGION
JASTROV/, LlOimiS.
Study of religion. 1901.
STAREUCK, E. D. Asst. prof, of educ . Stanford univ.
Psychology of religion. 1899,

KELIGIO:!, 30C also
AI'I'iaCA- HELIGIO>J:l LEAD^r.."'>
.
SOCIOLOGY
ELLIS, HAVELOCK. Fel. oT the Medico -lesfxi soc. ]:.Y.,
Antlirc;:)OiO(;,;ica,i soc . Berlin <?c hen. fel. Chic, aci'.ci. cf
medicine.
The criminal. 1S90.
GOMT.'E, G. L. Vice-pres. Folk-lore soc. En[^lc;nd.
The villa-t'e com-Tiunity. 1890.
SOCIOLOGY, SGO al30
series on ECONOMICS ob SOCIOLOGY.
ZOOLOGY
GILLESPIE, A. L. Prof, of therapent i cs , Edin. sch. of
medicine.
Natural .histor:- of d 1,303 t-i on. 1098.
HOUSSAY, F. - I'
Industries of animals. 1893.
SCHARFj''', F. Keeper of natural hist, collection, Dublin
sci. ui art museuin.
histor:;' of European fauna. 1899.
HANDBOOKS OF ARCHAEOLOGY AMD AY':^IQUITIES; ed . b^^ Percy Gardner
and F. Vf. Kcisoy. v. 1-7. $1.25 to §2.50 per v.
Macinillan, "iT.Y_,,
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Each voiuiriG oJT thi'j series deals v;i1,li aorno subject
connected v/itli ancient life, ant' t]\- srr-les v/hen conpleted v;lll
Torn a kind o ' encyclopaedia .y^Ai^ou :..c:^ and uP^lq\^'i-tioB
,
Ever ' volume that has ^50 far app-^ared has been v;rltten b-' a
careful student of tlie subject in question a:'d those volumes now
in preparation are in the handa of men from whom one ml::ht expect
fully as sat isf actcr"' results. EacJi volu:-.e conto.ins a short
bibliof^raph':'' , an index of Greek and Latin v/ords and illustrations
taken from ancient vrarks of art. The series "'ill be valuable
for reference purposes, and is especially adapted for the use of
students interested in the subject. I.Ir . Percy Gardner is prof-
essor of classical arcbiaeolcgy at Oxford miiversit;- and Mr. F.
Kelsey is professor of Latin at the university of Michica'n.
FOWLER, T. F. Sub-rector cf Lincoln col. Oxford.
}loman festivals of the period of the republic. 1899.
GARDjTER, E. a. Yates prof, of archaeolofyy , miiv. col. Lend.
Handbook of Greek sc i.ilpture . 1G9 3.
GREEIIIDGE, a. K. J. Lecturer .in ancient hist. Brasenore
col. Oxford univ.
Handbook cf Greek constitutional history. 1896.
Roman public life. 1901.
HILL, G. F. In dep't of coins a-^d metals, British m.useum.
Handbook of Greek and Roman coins. 1899.
LAilGIAHI, RODOLHO. Prof. univ. of Rome.
Destruction of ancient Rome. 1899.

LOV'RIK, VJAL'I'ER. i.ate fol. of the Airier, claij ;iCvil ntudleo
at Rome
.
r.ionumento of the early church. 1901.
See also
coiitet:pora]-;' ^cieitce series, archaeology.
IITTERlTATIOI^Ai. SCIEITIFIC SERIES. v. 1-79. !;!!1.50 to
§2.50 per v. A^vleton, "I.Y.
The publisiiers of the Internaticnal scientific sei-ies
planned to furniSi. to the public, popular, yet trustworthy books
of science, considerin;;; science in its broadest sense, books
"Which should represent the most reccnit advances in thouf;;ht, by
authors v'ho ^."ere recognized authoj-'i t ies on the subjects assif-;ned
them. The various books of the series have been exceedingly
valuable in the past and have represcjited the opinions of the
most eminent English and foreign scientists. IIo\Yever, advance-
ment in science has been so rapid, that a iar^^e nuinber of the
books are of almos" no value now, havinr- been superceded by
vrorks, whici: represent the m.ore -modern tlieories . A fev; books
v;ill always be valuable, because they t.^es.t of principles, v.'hich
have been so firmly e stai^lished , that time villi not change them.
The series "'.vill be of value as a Y/hole only for the historical
study of the developm.ent of science,
•.
Books are arran^jed midev' the follcv.'-inc heads :--
CiENER\L SCIENCE
ANTHRO PCLOGY, PSYCHICAL
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A;rrRoror!Y
BIOLOGY
BOTAin
CHKMISTRY
EDUCATIOIJ
E^'GIITEERIHG
ETHICS
ETEIIOLOGY
GEOLOGY
LAIV
LITERATURE
LOGIC
MJSIC
PALAEOj'TOLOGY
' PHILOLOGY
PHOTOGRAPHY
PHY3ICS
PHYSIOLOGY, AITATOMY AND HYGIENE
POLITICAL ECONOI.rf
PSYCHOLOGY
RELIGION
SOCIOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
GENERAL
•.
CLIErOED, V,'. K. Prof, ci' ap 'lied r.iatheraat ics . Univ. col
Lond
.
Coisir.on sense of tho exact sciences. ' 1GC5.

go-
AI ITl [RO LO G Y , P3YCPI I C AL
EIj!ET, ALFRICD. {Prof, of civil ia:v, Urilversito de llancy . )
ob Fere, Charica. Asst. prol'. of nhyslolof^y
,
Iloa. ico
Saipc t.rlei^e , Paris.
Animal magnetism. 1088.
MAITDSLEY, HETHvY. Formerly prof, of laedical jurisprudence,
Univ. col. Lond.
Responsibility in mental disease. 18^JI'3.
SULLY, JAI'ES. Prof, of pedaf^Ofjy , Univ. col. Lond.
II Ills ions. 1881.
ATTTHROPOLOGY, PSYCiilCAL, sec also
ANTHROPOLOGICAL SERIES
.
ASTRONOIvTY
Al-IGOT, ALFRED. Prof, of physics ^G meteorology. . Inst i tut
nationale agronomique , Paris.
AiUT'ora borealis. 1697.
YOUNG, C. A. Prof, of astronomy, Princeton Linlv.
The sun. 1883.
BIOLOGY
DEi;OOR, JEAN, MA33ART, JEAN & VANDERVEL])E , ENILE.
Evolution by" atrophy. 1S99.
JOLY, N. Prof, in Science faculty, Toulouse.
Man before metals. 18S3.
QUATREFAGES, A. de . Prof, of anthropology. Museujii of
natural hist. '^aris.
Human species. 1897.
SCHMIDT, OSCAR. Formerly prof, at Strasburc univ.
Theory of descent Cz DarvrinisiTi. 1S77.
TROUSSART, E. L.
Microbes, ferm.ents gz molds. 1886.
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TYLOR, E. B. Prol. antliropoiocy , Oxford univ.
BOTAIIY
CAIIDOLLE, AL^KOnSF do. Pi'of. oi' botany. acy,demic do Geneve.
Origin of cultivated pianto. ioB5.
COOKE, M. C.
Funt'ji. ed. by ' . J. Berkeley. F.L.3. Botanist. Fel.
Christs col. Oxford univ. 1875.
KEIISLO^.^, GE0R.;E. Prof, of botany to Royal horticultural soc
Origin of floral structirrea. 1888.
SOIiUTZE]TBERGER, P. Hon. prof, of chemistry Coi. de France.
On fermentation. 1876.
CKEI.II3TRY
COHKE, J. ?. jr.
The ne'-^ chemistry. 1876.
SI'IITh, EDV7ARD. ]'\R.S Lecturer Charin;;;^ cross hospital. Lend
Foods. 187 5.
VyjR^Z, AD.
Atomic theor"^. 1881.
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EDUCATION
DAin, ALICXAIIDKR. Forraeriy prof, of io^lc Enciioh lit.
Aberdeen Liniv.
Education an a science. 1870.
Mind Si body. 1G75.
EDUCATION, see also
series on ErUCATIOIl.
ENGINEERING
THURSTON, R.. H. Prof, of mechanical en -in. Cornell univ
.
Histor" of the grov/th of the ateain engine. 1(370.
ETHICS
LIORoELLI, HENRY. Former 1;,' prof, at Royal i^iv. Turin.
Suicide. lGo2.
ETHNOLOGY
LEHEVRE, ANDRE. Prof, at Anthropological school, Paris.
Race oi language, 1894.
GEOLOGY
•.
ABERCR0!'2Y, FJ^LPH.
Weatlier. 1887.

BOK'iIEY, T. C, Pr'o;f. of f^eoic
,
Ui . . coi. Lond.
Ice VTorl: , nrcsevit & past. 1096,
JUDD, J. !X}a^^. o:" P.c-'mI cel. cf sci. Lond.
Volcanoos. lo^i.
MIL^E, JOl.y. Minin,^ engineer and seisnoio;:i3t
.
Earthquakes 3c oMier eartli moveinenta. IGGG.
TYNDALL, JOHN. Prof, of natural philos. Royal inat .1 tu-\ i on.
Forrus of ^mter. 1874.
Y7RIGHT, (1. F. Prof, of liarinon of sci. and revelation,
Oberlin, t.i:eolo[^ical seminary.
''an & the glacial period. 1892.
LAV/
AMOS SlIELDOIT. Formerly prof, of jurisprudence, Univ. col.
Lond
.
Science of lav7. 1883.
LE'"I, LEO:TE. Formerl ' prof, at King's cel. Lond.
International lav;. 1888.
LITERATURE
P0S::ETT, H. M. Prof, at univ. cel. Auckl;md.
Comparative literat^ire. IScG.
LIT^];ATU1^E, see also
es on LITERATURE.
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LOGIC
SIDC^ICK, ALFRED.
FailiicicB. IGijd.
PARRY, C. H. i'. Prcr. oi music, Oxford i,iniv.
Evolution CI the art of music. 1396.
MUSIC, see also
series on I/^UoIC .
PAL.AEO:!^.^OLOGY
DA"^SO'% J. "\ F.R.3.
Geolo. leal liistor" of plants. 18S.',
.
PHILOLOGY
TllOrPSOII, E. M. Librarian, British Kuseur;.
liandbQck of Greek 2= Latin :ialaeor]raph5'- . 1S93.
T?IIIT!vE±% W. D. Prof, of Ganskrit C: cor.paratlve philolo--y,
Y"ale univ.
Life 5j grov/tli of languae^e. loc2.

PHOTO CRA-^HY
VOCIEL, Prof. at. j:o-*al ind'iatriai acaci. Berlin,
Cheinistr3^ of lif^ht & photOf;ra. hy . 1375.
PHY.UCS
BLA3Ej;"A. Proj;. at Royal .iniv. Rome.
'riiecr" of soLinci In its relation to inuaic. 1376.
LE COKTE JOSEPH. Formerl-" prof, of ^^eology & natural hist
Cal. univ.
3ir-iit. 1331.
LOCKYER, J. II. Correspondent of tlie insti'-utde France.
Studies in spectrum anal^^sis. 1373.
LU^/I^:EL, Dr. EUGENE.
Nature of lir-lit. 1376.
ROOD, '0. . Prof, of physics, Cclu:".bia -.inlv.
Text-tooli of color. 1379.
3TALL0, J. 2.
concepts Bz theories of modern physics. 18i.2,
)TE^'i'\R'^, BALFOUR. Formerl:' prof, of natural philos.
Ov.'en s col. ? ^an ch ester'.
Conservation of energy. 1875.
TROniRIDCrE, JOKIT. (Director of physi.-al iaborator?;
,
Harvard univ.) 5: RULIFOi^D, 3. D.
\-a-iat is eiectriciV'. 1896.
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PHYSIOLOGY, AIIATOr-Y Jo IlYGIKlIR
BKRlTSTEi:'. Formeri" prof, at Heme univ.
Five senaes o, inan. 1876.
LAGRAITGE, F. M.D.
Pliysioloi":' of bodiiy exercise. 1390.
T.IAREY, E. J. Formerly prof. Coi. de .France.
Aninuil mechanism. 1874.
MEYER, G. II. von. Prof. Zurich univ.
Orfi-ans of speech. loo4.
ROSENTHAL, Dr. I. ^rof. of ph;^sics, Erlan.y n univ.
General phy siolog.y of muscles Eq nerves. 18al.
^JARITER
,
FRAirCI;,:;. Asst. physician, bond, hospital.
Physical expression. lGo5.
^OLITICAi. ECOIT'""'^
AI.'OG, SHELDG"'. . orm.erly prof, jurisprudence, Univ. col.
Lend.
Science of poii\:.C3. loC;3.
BA..EnOT, T'LATER. Ed. of National reviev; asst. ed . of
Economist
.
Ph-sics cc politics. 1G75.
GRAIiAM, 'VILLIA''. Prof, of jurisprudence & pol. eccn.
Queen's col. Belfast.
Socialism., ne"' & old. 1891.

JEVOIIS, VJ. S. Prof, of io^ic Jj pol. econ. Owens coi.
rancliester,
I.Ioney the mechi-Lnisn of ei-xhar.ge. iC77.
PSYCHOLOGY
GREE:T, F. E. F.R.C.G.
Memory ."c its cviitivat ion . i3'J7.
LUY3, J. For:rieriy physicia:i to Hos,oice de ia Salp- triere
.
The bra,in cc its fLinctions. iB63.
I.IAREY, E. J.
Movement , iC95
.
RIBOT, THEODORE. Hon. prof. Coi. de I^rarice, Paris.
Diseases of the m_em.ory. 1882.
RELIGIOi:
DRAPER, J. Fcrneriy pres. of IJ.Y. univ.
History of the conflict, betvmen reiip;ion & science.
1076.
VIGHOLI, TITO.
Myth & science. 1882.
RELIGIOIT, see also
•.
ERICA" RELIGIOUS LEADERS.

30CI0L0(}Y
SPENCER, liEilBEj;?. Enclisli philoaoohe scientist C-z
aoc ioio{^ist
.
Study or sociology. iG7o.
STAKOKE, C. IT. Former ly prof, iit Gcpenhacen Laiiv.
Primitive family in its origin clevelopinent . 18o9.
SOCIOLOGY, see also
series on ECONOMICS ^o SOCIOLOGY
ZOOLOGY
DAUWIIJ, • CHARLES. Scientist. A.,:thor of Origin of species.
Formation of vegetable moid through the action of
v^orms. 1882.
HARTMANN, ROBERT. Prof. Berlin univ.
A'nth.ropoid apes. 18S6.
HEILPRI", ANGELO. Forraeri" prof, acjxl. of natural sci. P::il.
Geographical Sa geological distribution of animals.
OOO .
EUXLEY, T. H. English scientist.
The crayfish. 18b0.
LUBBOCK, Sir John. ( Avebury, !!. P.) English scientist.
Ants, bees 8z Ava,sps. 1S84.
On the senses, instincts ^'o intelligence of animals.
1888.

PE'^TIGRE^?, J. B. Chandoo prof, of medicinG & aiv-tornj'
,
Anii.iLii io.;c.;iot-ion. 1874.
POaLTOr, . Hope prof, of zooio::y, Oxford ur.iv.
Color of animals. iLjOO.
R0MAIIE3, G. J. Enclish scientist.
Aninal intollijence . lGo4.
Jeii:; -.'"isli, star-fish, ih sea-urchins. 1ol;5.
SCIIT.:iDT, OSCAR. rorneri- prof, of zoolo,';:y, Strasburg univ.
MaLir-ialia in their relations to primeval tines. 1S85.
SEITER, KARL. Formerl;^ prof. '?urzbur(;- univ.
Animal life as effected by the natural conditions
of existence. IGol.
STEBBirS, T. R. R. M.A.
Histor:/ of Crustacea. 1893.
VAN 3E1IEDEIT, ?. J. rorrierlv prof. Lcuvain univ.
Ar.lr.ia.1 pari.isites £0 nessinates. 1876.
LIBRARY OF USEPllL STORIES. v. 1-26. 35jl^ per v.
Apple ton, II. Y.
A series of little boohs, dealin;-;; '.7itl: various branches
of kncv/led:'e and treatinrj each subject concfsely and clear 1:/.
The books are of an elementar:/ and popular nature, simply and
pleasin:;:!^^ written, but practical a]i-' useful. The series ?rill
be found especially suited to the de::iands of youn/' people. Illus

tratioRii have been introduced q.^itc frenucntiy.
ALLEi:, GRAiTT. Au'>hor.
Story or the plants. 1898.
AND 'RSO'^ , ROBERT . . A .
,
V
. A . S .
otor:' or extinct civilizations oi the East. ll^Ju.
ARCKIBALD, DOU^JLAS.
Story of the earth's atmosphere. 1902.
EALD'^IIT, J. !!. ProT. ci' psycholor-y at Princeton.
Story or the nind. 1002,
BE3ATIT,. VTALTEi.. Rovelist ,histcric:.n.
Story oi; Kiny Alfred. 1901.
CHAI.IBE^.3, G. F. Associate in applied science, King's cel.
Lend.
Gtcr:' of eclipses. 1002.
Story of organic chemistry.
Story of the solar system. 1895.
Story of the stars. '1895.
CLODD, EDV:ARB. Pres. of the Fold-lore society, Lend.
St or" of primitive man. 1895.
Story of the alphabet. 1900.
COITIJ, 11. ^JJ. Prof, of biology, V^esleyar: univ.
Story of Germ life. 1S97.
Story of the livin;
; miachine . 1899.

CR0^^3T, V, J. iJuaiciaii oz author.
Story of the art of music. IJ02,
HICKSOi', J. Pi'of. oT zooio[5y, Ov;en'a col. Mancheater*.
Story of iifo In the Gea;3. ioOG.
JACOBS, J03EPI". Journalist
.
otory of {];eo[?;raphical discovery. 1902.
LITTDGAY, E.
Story of aninal life. 1902.
MARTIN, E. A. F.J.S.
Story cf a piece of coal. 1S96.
I/IUITRO, J. Civil engineer.
Story of electricity. 1902.
Story of the Brit is ii race. 1902.
MUIR, -M, I-I. P. Fcl. S: praelectcr of Gouville & Caius col.
Cairihridce
.
Stor^- of alciiemy. 1903.
RA^''LI1TG3, G. B.
Story of books. 1901.
SEELEY, 11, G,
.
Prof, of geology 8z geography, geological
laboratories. King's col. Lend.
Story of the' earth. 1902.
STORY, A. T. Editor, author.
•.
Story of photography. 1902.
V.^ATEKH0USE, P. L.
Stnry nf t.hp^ n.r't. nf hin-1Hing. LQOP.,
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WILKI'^iV^n, I'-.* Director ol" the textile & en/;^ineerln/-; sch.
]>olto^i, England.
Story ol' the cotton plant. 1902
USEFUL ARTS
ARTISTIC CRAFTS SERIES; ed. by IV. Lethaby. V . 1 - 3
.
V . . Apple ton, ":.Y.
The aim of the series Is ^..c furnlsli reliable text-bochc
on the various artis-lc crafts, each subject to be treated, not
from the standpoint of a trade, but from the standpoint of an art.
The boohs will be of Interest to vrcrkinen In the Industrial and
mechanic arts and it 77as the hope of the editor that per-sons with
artistic talents mi^^ht be Induced to take up some one of these
arts as a profession. The list of crafts \7ill probably Include
all those which engaged tlie attention of V.^illiam . Morris . Tech-
nical processes will ]}e clearly and minutely described by experts.
The bocks ai'e v;ell illustrated. Those books vi^hich are out have
fulfilled all expectations, laving proved accurae, exhaustive
and interest- Ing . '^he editor of the Nation says "It is difficult
to injagine a more carefully laid out plan or to hope for better
prospects in carrj/ing it out. The books are sure to be of re-
markable, perhaps of unex.aripled value to those who vrlsli to
know how the decora.tive arts are practiced in reality." volm, page 2.0.
Mr. Lethaby is a director of the Londcu cit council school of
arts and ci-afts and profesr=cr of desiry: at S. I'lenslngtcn.
COCKERELL, DOUGLA
E£LQ]Lb,iiidin£C_jSL_tJia_^aare^ books. 1902
.
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jACil, (Ji'.OjiGI.. Architect, v/oocl carver, deslfjnei' . ombcj^ of
Arts li'H' CM';', t-, society, Lond.
V/ood-cai'viii(j deL3if;;n So v/orknariBhip . 1003,
V'lLSOr, II.
S i ive rworl: and j ewe iry . 1903.
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IIIDKX TO GEi JE:3
Am rican citlsen series--- 21-22
American, commcnv/ealtlis - - "j'">-oG
American history series-- - 3o-o9
American me]i of letters 59-61
American relif^lous leaders 75-76
American statesmen . 39-41
American teacher's series 28-29
Ancient history tron the monuments- 41-42
Anthropological series 76-77
Art handbooks- . 9-10
Artistic cra,fts series 102-103
Century science series 76-79
Citizens' library of economics, politics and sociology-- 22-24
Coller^e histories of art 10-11
Contempora,ry men of letters series 61
Contemporary science series 79-86
Crimiinology series 24-25
English men of letters--- 61-65
Epochs of i\mierican nistory • 42-43
Epachs of ancien-t history 43-44
Epochs of modern history ;
-
- 44-46
Ex libris ^ 11-12
Famous Scots . 65-67
Foreign statesmen : 46-48
Garden-craft series 6
Great educators 29-30
Great masters in painting and scj.lpture ^ 13-14
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Gcrrnan nhiiosonhicai ciasi5ici3-- - 74-7 "
Handbooks oT arcliaeoio^^y and antiquitieG- - 86-8(.
Heroes oT the nation 48-51
Hif^hways and byways scries 17-18
History of A:;:erican art-- - - 14-15
Intei'nat lonai education series 30-35
International scientific series 80-99
Libreiry of art ...... 15-16
Library of economics and politics 25-27
Library of nature 73-74
Library of useful stories 99-102
Literature-i of the '.'^irld series 67-69
Music lovers' series 71-72
Music story series - 72-73
Our European neighbors 10-19
Periods of European hxistory 51-52
Periods of European literature 69-70
Popular library of art 15-17
Rural science series 6-8
Story of the nations ' 52-57
Stcr^.- of the 17est series 20-21
Teacher's professional library.' 35-36
Twelve English statesmen 58-59
*^ is
*^ ^ ^ , ''iffe ^
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